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ABSTRACT
Comparing Web-based Instruction to Traditional Instruction for Teaching Special 
Education Content to General Education Preservice Teachers
by
Ke% Elizabeth O'Neal
Dr. Susan Miller, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Special Education 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
It has been documented that there are multiple ways to ofkr teacher preparation 
course work. Incorporating technology into teacher preparation programs using Web- 
based instruction may help address obstacles involving distance and time. The purpose 
of this study was to investigate t k  efhcacy of using Web-based instruction as an 
appropriate method &)r disseminating in&rmation and teaching undergraduates in the 
college of education about qrpropriate teaching practices for students with disabilities. 
Data were collected to answer three specihc research questions related to student 
achievement, studait satiskction, and quality and quantity of discussions.
There were 44 undergraduate particÿants in the study iMto were enrolled in 
ÆSP444, TeocAmg Chf/dSrgn m the RegWw C/aysroom. Twenty-two
participants were enrolled in the traditional section of the course that met in a classroom 
at the university. Twenty-two particÿants were enrolled in the Web-based section of the 
course that accessed the course through home conqmters. The instructional program for
ui
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both groups included the same required textbook, the same syllabus, and the same 
activities.
A pre/posttest was used to measure academic achievement. The pretest scores 
indicated that both groups of students began the course with the same knowledge. The 
posttest scores indicated that both groups o f students gained knowledge horn their 
respective method o f instruction. A survey was used to measure the students' 
perceptions of the course content, experience and their learning outcomes. The data 
collected for both groiq)s o f students indicated that there was a positive satisAction 
outcome. Evaluation of the transcribed course discussions and printed threaded 
discussions were used to measure the quantity and quality of discussions. Several similar 
themes emerged 6)r both groups of students indicating that both groups had similar 
discussions related to the course content. The results o f this study have direct 
in^)lications for the future preparation of teachers and indicate that using Web-based 
instruction is as effective as traditional instruction 6)r preservice teachers.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Distance education and online courses are now commoiqilace in education. These 
new methods 6 r  delivering instruction o8er hexibility to individuals. In some cases, 
individual courses are taken online and in other cases entire degree programs are ofkred 
online. Ray Kurzweü (1999) stated that the number of computers will surpass the 
number of humans by the year 2020. He projected that all students will have a conqiuter 
by 2009 and that learning at a distance will become commonplace by 2019. Kurzweil 
believed that machines are surpassing human intelligence and that machines are replacing 
schools. His belief are a bit extreme hrr many educators, vho adhere to the notion that 
human interaction cannot be hdly replaced by machines (Stallings, 2001).
Communication and learning in the hiture are likely to involve the use of technology, but 
humans will continue to play a oitical role in delivering instruction in most secondary 
institutions.
A recent survey by the U.S. Department o f Education's National Center 6)r 
Education Statistics (NCES, 1999) 5)und that 6om 1994-95 to 1997-98 the number of 
distance education degree programs increased by 72%. Moreover, an additional 20% of 
the institutions surveyed planned to establish distance education programs within the next 
three years. Based on survey results, it is estimated that more than 1.6 million students
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were enrolled in distance education courses in 1997-98 (Lewis, Snow, Farris, Levine, & 
Greene, 1999). This number is likely to continue to increase over the next decade.
Moore and Thoirpson (1997) described distance education as instruction 
involving separation of teacher and student using a Arm of media Ar communication. 
Keegan (1986) identiSed Gve characteristics of distance education, including (1) 
separation of Aacher and learner, (2) influence fmm an institution in the planning and 
preparation ofleaming materials and student support, (3) use of technical media, print, 
audio, video, or conputer to unite student and teacher and deliver course content, (4) 
provisions of two-way communication, and (5) individualized instruction with occasional 
meetings Ar didactic and socialization purposes.
History of Distance Education
The earliest version of distance education (Le. correspondence courses) can be 
traced back to the 1700s. Correspondence courses emerged m Europe (Le. Great Britain, 
France, Germany), and the United States. In the United States, there were several 
opportunities A r adult learning including educational opportunities Ar women to study at 
home. Anna Ticknow established this type of learning program in BosAn. Ticknow 
provided correspondence instruction A more than 10,000 students over 24 years using 
printed materials sent through the mad to communicate and teach (Verduin & Clark, 
1991)
In the early 1900s, universities and private schools began ofkring correspondence 
courses to elementary, secondary, higher educat An, and vocat Anally oriented learners.
In 1915, Allowing a call by academicians to research the efkctiveness o f correspondence
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education, the National University Extension Association (NUEA) was Armed to 
evaluate correspondence courses and establish guidelines Ar acceptance of credit 6om 
these courses. Subsequently, quality standards were identiGed A r correspondence 
educators to use in order to maximize learner outcomes (Vaduin & Clark, 1991).
The Open University of UK distance education program was established m 1969 
and combined print (i.e. mad) and non-print resources (Le. video, radio, Alevision)
(Willis, 1993). Currently, this university is in operation with over 2,000,000 students.
The current Open University ofUK distance education courses use a range of teaching 
media -  special^ produced textbooks, TV and radio programs, audio and videotapes, and 
conputer software. This distance education program ofkrs more than 360 undergraduate 
and postgraduate courses in arts, modem languages, social sciences, health and social 
welAre, science, mathematics and conputing. [http://www.open.ac.uk/]
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, cable and satellite Alevision came into use. 
Professionally produced television series introduced adult learners to videotape programs 
Acused on basic skills inprovemenL A disadvantage of this type of instruction was the 
lack of two-way communication between the teacher and learner. Video teleconArencing 
soon became available, initiating the possibility of two-way communication within 
distance learning programs. Attenpts to integrate technoAgy and print resources came to 
the AreAint (Wülis, 1993).
During the 1990s, a vast array of two-way distance educatAn programs emerged 
as an assortment o f hardware aiA communicatAn tools became available. Included 
among these tools were: Acal area networks (LANs); Internet and intranets; telephone- 
based audAconferencing; Acsimile transmissAn; cable AlevisAn; and videoconArencing
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with one- or two-way video, Gber optics, satellite, microwave, cAsed circuit or low- 
power teAvisAn (Fleischman, 1996). The Internet and digital ̂ plications m the 1990s 
added a new dimensAn to distance education. These new technoAgAs brought 
educatAnal opportunity to non-traditAnal students and the lure of economic prosperity to 
higher educatAnal institutions.
Web-based InstructAn 
Web-based instruction is quickly becoming the predominant technoAgy m 
distance educatAn, Wnch is not surprising given the accelerating power of conputers 
(Lewis et a l, 1999). The 1997-1998 NatAnal Center Ar EducatAnal Statistics (NCES) 
report stated that Web-based distance educatAn is the most prevalent and Astest growing 
technoAgy used m higher educatAn. Sixty percent of the reporting institutions oGered 
distance educatAn using asynchronous Web-based instruction: an increase Aom 22% m 
1995 (Lewis et a l, 1999).
Khan (1997) dehned Web-based instruction (WBI) as "...ahypermedia-based 
instructAnal program that utilizes the attnbutes and resources of the World Wide Web to 
create a meaningAl learning environment where learning is Astered and supported (p.
3)." The Web alAws students to interact with a range of educatAnal resources. Khan 
(2000) stated that Web-based learning deals with open, GexAk and distributed learning 
environments that require a thoughtAl analysis of how to use the Web's potential m 
alignment with ^propriate instructAnal design.
Relan and Gillami (1997) deAie WBI as "the application of repertoire of 
cognitive^ oriented instructAnal strategies withm a constructivist and collaborative
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Aaroing environment, ntiiizing the attribntes and resources ofthe web, as an emerging 
Geld in education (p. 43)." They also stated that WBI promotes the growth of distance 
education in an economical context because it provides rehabA and inexpensive sources. 
According to Relan and Gillami (1997), WBI can serve as a: (1) resource Ar the 
idendGcation, evaluation, and integration of a variety of inArmation; (2) medium Ar 
collaboration, conversation, discussion, exchange, and communication of ideas; (3) 
platArm Ar expression and contnbutAn of artistA and cognitive understandings and 
meanings; and (4) medium Ar partAipating m simulated experiences and cognitive 
partnerships (p. 43).
The "virtual classroom" using a conputer to access a course can be set up m two 
ways: (1) synchronous, m which the instructor and students meet m a chat room to 
discuss topAs, and (2) asynchronous, m WiAh communicatAn occurs via bulAtm or 
discussion boards, listserves or email Both of these methods may incorporate 
communication tools, video/audio taped materials, testing so Aware, web-based 
inArmatAn sources, and AAphone mteraction. All of these took make it possible Ar 
university Acuity A instruct without Ace-P-Ace interactAn.
There are a growing number o f Acuities beginning to expAre the use of the 
World Wide Web (WWW) to complement traditional classroom-based courses. It is not 
uncommon Ar course syllabi to be placed on the web. Faculty members also use the 
World Wide Web to provide access to threaded discussAns, group activitAs, and quizzes 
Ar their on-canpus students. Web-based distance educatAn alAws the teaching/learning 
process A occur at any time and any place. Generally, students can partApate m a course
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at their convenience. Because of these features, Web-based distance education is, in 
many w^rs, fundamentally dif&rent Aom traditional classroom-based education.
Web-based instruction is learner-centered, which dif&rentiates it Aom its 
traditional counterpart, which is more curriculum-centered and instructor-centered (Saba, 
2000). For some learners, Web-based instruction is attractive because it provides them 
with a route out of the "educational mainstream." Learners who have had negative 
experiences in more traditional 6ce-A-&ce instruction may prefer the relative anonymity 
of distance education. Adult learners often cite convenience or Gexibility as reasons Ar 
enrolling in distance education courses. Distance education is a viable alternative Ar 
learners who live Ang distances Aom a higher educatAn institutAn. It is also convenient 
Ar individuals who have time intensive obhgatAns (e.g. Aimily, work), or who lack 
transportatAn or childcare. In such cases, attending traditAnal classes may be 
inpossAle.
Saba (1999) stated "technoAgAs of the inArmatAn age have the potential A 
king educatAn to each person by alAwing individuals to take more responsibility Ar 
their Aaming and achieve independence of thought and actAn" (p. 2). He also stated that 
educatAn m technoAgy-based environments, needs A  be (a) Aamer-centered, rather than 
teacher-centered, (b) case-based, rather than content-based, and (c) contextualized, rather 
than abstract. Clearly, the Web provides numerous opportunitAs Ar seh-directed 
Aaming.
Kerka (1996) suggested that distance Aaming on the Web could be cheaper. 
Aster, and more efScAnt than other Aaming modes, but not necessarily more efActive. 
Web-based educatAn provides an alternative means Ar delivering instructAn; however.
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there are still many barriers A overcome. Student access A conputers is limited and Aw 
university/college programs have enough conputers or trained staff A  accommodaA the 
demand Ar Web-based instruction. Additional barriers include: (a) costs or problems 
with of hardware, soAware, Internet service providers, and training; (b) investment of 
time required A learn and A  use the Internet; (c) out-of-date websites; (d) connectivity 
problems (e.g., busy phone lines, Web sites that go down, sAw servers); (e) use ofthe 
Internet because it can be unpredictable; and (Q need Ar continual staff deveApment. 
Other research suggests that some learners require or preAr more structured learning 
environments (Saba, 1999). Learners may lack the knowledge A navigate the Internet and 
A address technical difBcultAs that can occur (slow modems, conputer breakdown, 
incorrect website addresses). Social isolation, lack of nonverbal cues, and inArmatAn 
overload are some other disadvantages A  online learning (Kerka, 1996).
It has been suggested that the primary bœeht o f inplementing distance educatAn 
programs at post secondary institutAns is A increase the enrollment of nontraditional 
students and reduce program costs (WlUis, 1995). Another benefit o f distance educatAn 
includes access anyvhere and anytime. Individuals vAo might not otherwise decAe A 
pursue postsecondary educatAn due A geogrphA constraints, time, job, family 
responsibilities may be abk A take advantage of these new progranB m the convenience 
of their own home on their time scheduk. However research findmgs on the inpact of 
distance educatAn enrollments and costs are still not conclusive (Gladieux & Swail,
1999).
When colleges and universities look at inpkmenting distance educatAn courses it 
is inportant A reAr A The Seven Princpals of Good Practice m UndergraduaA
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Education described in the American Association ofHigher Education Report, 1991 
(Institute Ar Higher Education Policy, 2000). These princples were identiGed m an 
efkrt to disseminate inArmation related to training undergraduates to be productive in 
their Geld of study. Each principle is discussed related to the application of distance 
education:
1. Encourage student and Acuity contact. This can be accompliskd by the use of email, 
online journals, online ofBce hours, Aedback on assignments, and sharing inArmation 
about one another Ar all to view.
2. Encourage cooperation among students using g ro p  projects, discussions, peer editing, 
and posting questions to solicit responses.
3. Engage students m active learning. Encourage students A talk, wriA, discuss, and 
relate experiences about the subject. Case studies can also be used as a way A increase 
active learning and help construct a knowledge base to use in students' Gelds of study.
4. Provide pronpt Aedback during discussions and on written assignments. The 
Acilitator/teacher needs A give Aedback whenever student perArmance is being 
monitored.
5. Spend quality time on task. TechnoAgy can attract students A spend more time 
because they can do it on their own time and at their own pace. In traditAnal 
university/college settings, it is epected that students accommodaA to speciGc times and 
AcatAns.
6. Communicate high epectatAns. It is inportant Ar Acilitator/teacher A have high 
epectatAns m both a traditAnal classroom setting and a distance setting regardless of 
the nature of assignments aiA teaching processes.
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7. Respect diverse talents and learning. Technology is a vehicle Ar using different 
instructional methods, allowing GexAility in time, and providing a mixture of resources. 
Students with disabilities can use assistive technology and do not need A  come A class. 
There is GexAility A  alter assignments.
Statement of the Problem 
Interest in Web-based instruction continues A grow and is influencing learning 
and teaching programs in postsecondary institutions. The delivery of inArmation over 
the Web has increased interactions among students. Acuities, colleges, and universities 
(Khan, 1997). Listserves, Web-based courses and email have become a common 
component m many college level courses across various discplines and they are 
changing the traditAnal Ace of education (Harasim, Calvert, & Groeneboer, 1997). 
Since there is outstanding growth of Web-based instructAn on university/college 
canpuses, the effectiveness of using online learning communities should be assessed 
prAr A further adoptAn o f this type of instructAnal delivery (O'Malley, 1999). To 
deliver instruction via the Web, institutAns must look at the design m the Allowing 
areas: 1) the rok of Acuity and students, 2) Web-based teaching techniques and 
strategies, and 3) collaborative online learning activities (Harasim et. aL, 1997; Khan, 
1997).
Purpose of the Study 
It has been documented that there are multiple ways A offer teacher preparatAn 
course work. Incorporating technoAgy into teacher preparatAn programs using Web-
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based instruction may help address obstacles involving distance and time. In order Ar 
Web-based instruction A advance as an ppropriaA distance education medium Ar 
disseminating inArmation and teaching undergraduates in the college of education about 
ppropriaA teaching practices Ar students with disabilities, it is inportant that it is Grst 
established as an efkctive method.
Learning effectiveness is often measured in terms of students' satisActAn, 
partApatAn and perArmance. D epite the expansAn of Web-based instructAn (WBI), 
research indicates there may be some resistance Award partAipatAn by colkge students 
m these courses (OAott & Wright, 1995). Some students Ael more comArtable with 
traditAnal lecture Armats and Ace challenges when the course shifts mto Web-based 
instructAn. Cornell and Martm (1997) identiGed six challenges related to Web-txased 
instructAn. Included among these were: (1) d ^ree  of collaboratAn between student and 
teacher; (2) degree of interactAn among students and between students and teacher; (3) 
difBcuhy m using the Web; (4) access A the Web; (5) delivery of content on the Web; (6) 
communicatAn ability of students. Achievement, attitudes, and course interactAns may 
be negatively inhuenced among students who encounter these challenges.
The purpose of this study was A mvestigate the efficacy of using WebCT as a 
distance educatAn tool m an introductory undergraduate course m special education. 
SpeciGc research questAns designed A address this purpose are:
1. Is there a difArence m academA achievement between students who receive 
Web-based instructAn (WBI) and students Wio receive traditional mstruction Ar 
an introducAry special educatAn course?
10
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2. Is there a difference m course satisAction between students who receive Web- 
based instruction (WBI) and students who receive traditional instruction Ar an 
introductory special education course?
3. Is there a difference m the Gequency and quality of discussion between students 
who receive Web-based instruction (WBI) and students who receive traditional 
instruction Ar an introductory special education course?
SigniGcance of the Study 
The World Wide Web is now being used to replace the traditional classroom 
lecture. A number of courses are being deveAped m which portAns of the course or the 
entire course is ofkred via the Web. Instructors may place course notes on Web-based 
course sites, may create video recordings of live lectures Ar viewing on the Web, or may 
use combinatAns of these methodologies (Khan, 1997).
Telecourse, an online course directory, lists 60,000 Web-based courses worldwide 
m aH areas (e.g., science, art, business, educatAn) with price ranges Gom $50 A  $1000 
per course (http://courses.telecampus.edu/sub|ects/index.cAi\ ^%hm this directory 
there are 123 courses listed speciGcally related to special educatAn content. This irumber 
may not represent the Atal number of courses since new Web-based courses are 
emerging on a regular basis. Moreover, random conparisons between the courses listed 
m the online direcAry and courses listed m the same university cataAgs reveal 
discrepancies. More Web-based courses are listed m the cataAgs than m the online 
direcAry. In one instance, Aur courses were listed m the online direcAry and 15 online
11
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courses were listed in the university catalog. Thus, it is saA A conclude that the Atal 
number of Web-based courses exceeds 60,000.
Effectiveness ofthe Web as a teaching Aol has been addressed in difArent 
academic discplines including business, political science, engineering, education, and 
library sciences. Few studies on student preArences or efActiveness on learning about 
students with disabilities Ar undergraduate teacher preparation have been conducted.
Holt (1996) stated "Adult educaArs, like everyone else in teaching and learning 
enterprises, are Arced A weigh the ethkal issues attached to instructional technoAgy and 
there is clearly no consensus of opinAn that exists on the efActiveness or value of 
student learning resulting Gom using the Internet as an instructAnal method" (p. 16). 
Web-based educatAn may offer fkxibility, accuracy and convenience as well as cost and 
time savings. The questAn still remains: Is this new educatAnal method efActive Ar 
students?
LimitatAns of Study
The particpants A this study were limited A undergraduaA students taking an 
introducAry course m pecial educatAn and represent a relatively small sanple size. 
Students were abk A  select whkh course sectAn (Le., Web-based or traditional) they 
were going A particpaA in, so there was no control Ar student characteristics. The 
selected course and geographical site Ar the study was limited to an introducAry course 
m special educatAn withm an urban university located m the Southwestern portAn of the 
United States. ThereAre cautAn must be used when generalizing results A other courses
12
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within the same university and when generalizing results to other universities and 
colleges m difkrent parts o f the United States.
DeGnition of Terms
1. Asynchronous — Communication m x ^ ch  interaction between parties does not 
take place simultaneous^ (Willis, 1993).
2. Collaborative/Cooperative Learning - The process of getting two or more students 
to work Agether A leam (Friend & Bursuck, 2002).
3. Digital -  An electrical signal that varies m discreA steps m voltage, Gequency, 
anplitude, locations, etc. Digital signals can be transmitted Aster and moA 
accuraAly than analog signals (̂ %̂ llis, 1993).
4. Distance Education—The process of providing instruction vhen students and 
instructors are separated by physical distance and technoAgy (VHUis, 1993).
5. Distance Leamiog — The desired outcome of distance educatAn (Willis, 1993).
6. DownAad -  Using the netwodc A transAr Gles Gom one conputer A  another 
(Willis, 1993).
7. Electronic Mad (Email) — Sending messages Gom one conputer user A another 
(Wdlis, 1993).
8. Facilitator — The online course instrucAr is o&en mferred to as the course 
Acilitator. Online instrucArs do not retain their traditAnal "teacher-centered" 
roles Gom the on ground paradigm. Instead, they become the medium through
13
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which discovery learning is Acditated in a student-centered environment (Willis, 
1993^
9. H%h-Incidence Disabilities — Any of the most common disabilities outlined in 
P.L. 105-17, including learning disabilities, speech or language inpairments, mild 
mental retardatAn, and serAus emotAnal disturbance (Friend & Bursuck, 2002).
10. Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) -  The code used to create a home page and 
is used A  access documents over the WWW (Willis, 1993).
11. Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) -  The protocol used to signi^ an Internet 
site is a WWW site. Le. HTTP is a WWW address (%lllis, 1993).
12. INCLUDE Strategy -  A straAgy Ar accommodating students with special needs 
m the general educatAn classroom (Friend & Bursuck, 2002).
13. Inclusion - Term used A describe a proAssional belAf that students with 
disabilities should be integrated into the regular educatAn classrooms and should 
be fidl members of those classrooms (Friend & Bursuck, 2002).
14. Listserv — An e-mail program that alAws multple conputer users A connect onto 
a singk system A creaA an on-line discussAn (Willis, 1993).
15. Local Area Network (LAN) — Two or mom local conputers that are physically 
connected (WUKs, 1993).
16. Low-Incidence Disabilities - Any ofthe least common disabilities outlined m P.L. 
105-17, including multple disabilities, hearing inpairments, visual inpairments.
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orthopédie inpairments, other health inpairments, deaf-blindness, autism, and 
traumatic brain injury (Friend & Bursuck, 2000).
17. Modem: A piece of equipment to allow conputers to interact with each other via 
Alephone lines by converting digital signals to analog Ar transmission aAng 
analog lines (WilHs, 1993).
18. Multimedia — Any document, which uses multiple Arms of communication, such 
as Axt, audio, and/or video (WiUis, 1993).
19. Netwodr -  A series of points connected by communication channels m difArent 
locations (Willis, 1993).
20. Online -  Active and prepared Ar operation. Also suggests access to a conputer 
network (Willis, 1993).
21. PowerPoint Presentations -  A method of organizing and presenting inArmatAn 
using a conputer and multimedia projector.
22. Server — A conputer with a special service AnctAn on a network, general^ 
receiving and connecting incoming inArmatAn trafGc (Willis, 1993).
23. Synchronous — Communication A which interactAn between partApants is 
simultaneous (WiUis, 1993).
24. TraditAnal InstructAn - Teaching process m whAh an instructor provides 6ce-to- 
Ace instructAn and guidance A  assist students m gaming mastery of speciGc 
knowledge or skills.
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25. Virtual Classroom (V C): An online discussion forum Wiere most of the 
conversations relating to the coursewoiktake pkce(ehhers^xdnonoudyoT 
asynchronous^) (WiHis, 1993).
26. Web-based Instruction (WBI) -  Teaching process in which a conçuter is used to 
(KÈancetbelMnTmqgenvnonnxaülqnasâüiqgshKkadsHigphûnginaüerrof 
specihc knowledge or skills (Willis, 1993).
27. WebCT — A course plat&rm that provides a standard way to organize course 
materials and integrate multimedia presentations in course delivery on the World 
W de Web using a number of kamh% tools, including an online discussion board, 
iD0in3*:(%]nteiüse2u%dies,zi(X)ursecÆdeiKlar,(dkxdi(Hiic]iKukinito-roarke%i(iuizzea  ̂
navigation tools, access control, grade maintenance and distribution, and student 
progress (Marsh, Price, & McFadden, 2000).
28. World Wide Web (WWW) — A graphical hypertext-based Internet tool that 
provides access to honxqxy^scaeakdby individuals, businesses, and other 
organizations (V^llis, 1993).
Stmmiary and Overview of Remaining Chapters 
The intent of this study is to provide inkrmation regarding the ef&ctiveness of 
using Web-based instruction (WBI) to teach undergraduate students in the College of 
Education about students with disabilities. Speci6ca%, the researcher wants to 
determine id̂ ariinrdkaignadkwateizoianBSiielryerecltLsnrg WebCT iseusisfGsctryeias lübe 
traditional method of university teaching to provide students within the College of
16
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Education the rwaDesaaagflcncrRdkadgc arid conq)etencies to teach students with disabilitKS. 
The results of this study have direct implications towards the hiture preparation of 
teachers.
[Xetails instated to tins sttwly are addressed in the subsequent chapters. A review of 
the literature is provided in Chapter Two. The methodology of the study is provided in 
Compter Three and theresukswKhrekdedchanKskmarerqpoAed in (ZhqpkrsFburamd 
Five.
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CHAPTER 2 
REVTEVfOFITTERAJrnUE
Studies included in this review were located through a comprehensive search of 
research in the Educational Resource In&rmation Center (ERIC), ABI inform. Academic 
Search Elite, ACM Digital Library, Digital Dissertations, EBSCO Database, and IEEE 
Electronic Library. The AiUowiug descrgtors were used: distance education, distance 
learning, online learning, Web-based instruction (WBI), and WebCT.
A manual search through selected journals, and a search through rekrence lists 
obtained 6om selected articles also was conducted. Included in these journal searches 
were: Journal o f Distance Education. American Journal of Distance Education. Journal of 
Special Education Technologv. Journal o f Research on Distance Education. Teacher 
Education and Special Education. Studies in Continuinp Education. Journal on 
Educational Research, and Journal o f Research on Technology in Education.
Also, an Internet search was conducted using a search engine referred to as 
Google. The Allowing keywords were used: distance education, distance learning, 
online learning, Web-based instruction (WBI), and WebCT. This search was conducted 
to hnd speciGc research and/or programs in distance education.
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Selection Criteria
The purpose of this chuter is to summarize the pro&ssional literature related to 
the ef&ctiveness o f using distance education versus using the traditional method of 
course delivery. The professional literature contains references to studies using various 
mediums of distance education (Le., videoconferencing, two-way interactive television, 
Web-based instruction). The researcher included an overview of two reviews of 
literature related to the general use of distance education. For the remainder of this 
literature review, studies were limited to refect a medium identiGed in the literature as 
Web-based instruction (WBI) or Internet instructioiL
Studies were included if they included one or more of the Allowing dqrendent 
measures: perceptions of Web-based instruction or Internet instructAn, achievement in 
Web-based or Internet instruction, and participation in Web-based or Internet instructAn. 
These dependent measures were selected because they speciGcaUy relate to this study. 
Due A the limited number of studies that directly relate to teacher preparatAn m the area 
of special educatAn, the researcher chose to incAde studies withm other course 
disciplines. To be included m this review of literature, studies had to be e]q)erimental 
with a clear description of the research design, procedures, and results. These criteria 
were selected to ensure the incAsAn of high-quality research designed to investigate the 
efectiveness of distance educatAn through web-based and the Internet.
This chapter is organized into Aur sectAns. The Grst sectAn includes a review of 
Kteratuie related A distance education. The second sectAn includes studies related to 
teacher preparatAn and distance educatArL The third sectAn includes a study
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specif caDy related to the use of WebCT. The Aurth sectAn describes studies using 
distance education instructAn m non-educatAnal discglines.
RevAws of Literature Related to Distance EducatAn
V%h the growth of distance educatAn, it is important Ar institutions to have 
accurate, congrarative inArmation regarding student-learning outcomes A distar^e 
educatAn and traditAnal classes. Thomas Russell has been dedicated to providing such 
inArmation. In his book AA fAcMomeno» (1999), he
identiGed and summarized 355 studies related to the efkctiveness of distance educatArL 
Most of the studies he Aentifed suggest that the leaming outcomes of students using 
distance educatAn are similar to the outcomes o f students using traditAnal classroom 
instructAiL
The Institute Ar EBgher EducatAn published a report, IFAar s fAe 
jfevrew on tAe Dzfiance Leaming in ffig/zer
EzAzcaiion conducted by Phgps and MeristoA (1999), which has generated considerable 
discussAn about what constitutes quality m distance leaming settings. The study was 
conducted to validate benchmarks that have been published by varAus entities, with 
speciGc attentAn to Internet-based distance educatArL The speciGc purpose of this 
report was A  review the fmdings of the original research and assess the overall quality of 
the analysis; identic gaps A the body of literature; and discuss the AgrlAatAns of the 
research. The revAw was limited A written material published during the 1990s.
The researchers revAwed the literature related A the efkctiveness o f distance 
educatArL The purpose of then analysis was A examine the research conducted A the
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area of distance education. They reviewed 40 studies, including descriptive research, 
case studies, correlational research, and experimental research and Aund that distance 
education and traditional classroom instruction were similar m terms of student 
outcomes, attitudes, and satisAction. The researchers; however, noted a number of 
weaknesses m the reviewed studies including limited control Ar extraneous variables, not 
selecting random subjects, and limited validity and reliability of instruments used. Some 
of the gaps included that the studies did not explain or account Ar dropout rates or 
di&rent leaming styles.
These authors suggested that research on distance education is being driven by an 
inArmation revolution, Wiich is having a proAund impact on universities and colleges; 
they Arther noted that care should be taken A ensure that the application of distance 
programs is elective m students' proAssional deveApment.
The major concAsAn of the authors was that the research A date addressing the quality 
of distance educatAn was inconclusive and, thus, much is still unknown regarding how 
and m what ways, technology can enhance the teaching/leaming process.
Teacher PreparatAn and Distance EducatAn
Wegner, HolAway & Wegner (1999) conducted a study using a traditAnal 
university course and a Web-based course. T l^  were interested A Gnding oA if there 
were significant difkrences A student achievement, as measured ty  teacher-prepared 
tests, and if there were any difkrences A the perceptAns of these two groips aboA their 
learning opportunities as measured by studeA surveys and studeA evaluation 
instruments.
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Graduate students selected to participate were allowed to self-select either 
traditional class section or a Web-based section m a curriculum design and evaluation 
course. The control gronp (N=l 7) received instruction m a traditional lecture, question- 
answer, and small-group activity Armat during sixteen, three- hour periods. The 
experimental group (N=14) did not attend any classes' on-canpus except to present their 
final products. The instructor provided training on technoAgies that would be used.
Members ofboth the e^qierimental and control groups were primarily educators 
)%dio were currently enpAyed as classroom teachers m rural schools. All members were 
part-time students m a master's degree program associated with princpal certiGcation. 
The researchers used a problem-based model as the method Ar educatAn.
To measure leaming oAcomes of the control and mqrerimental groups, an 
identical 100-point exam, comprised of objective, short answer, and essay questAns was 
administered to both groups at the end of the semester, whAh was monitored and graded 
by the instructor. Means Ar the two groups were similar.
The researchers did not Gnd any statistical dif&rence m student perceptions of 
their leaming opportunities, but it was noted that the students A the e^qierimental group 
had a more positive Aeling aboA the course. The authors concluded thA Web-based 
delivery of coursework appeared to have no negative efkA on student achievemeA or 
perceptAn of leaming.
Leonard and Guha (2001) conducted a pilot study with a AlAw-ip Armai study 
to conpare studeA perceptAns regarding Web-based leaming A the College of 
EducatAn A a large urban university. The two courses seleAed were CurricAum A 
Early Childhood EducatAn and Teaching Children MathematAs. Both courses were
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ffmght m a Web-based Armât, instead of their traditAnal 6 ce-to-Ace Armat. Their 
speciGc research questions were (1) What are students' belieA and perceptAns aboA 
taking Web-based courses, and (2) How do students who have taken Web-based courses 
perceive their value?
The sampA of students selected Ar the piAt study included 24 students who had 
particpated m the traditAnal delivery of the two courses. The Armai study gathered 
reponses Gem students \\ho finished the same course using the Web-based method of 
instructAn. The sanpk of students m both the piAt and Armai study included students, 
aged 20-45, who were enrolled A the course. The m ^ rity  o f students were Amale (37 
Amales and 7 males). PartApatAn A the studies was voluntary and 24 students agreed 
A partApate A the piAt study and 20 students agreed to partAipate A the Armai study.
A survey AstrumeA was used to obtaA data A the piAt study, WiAh included 10 
items and was based on a 5-poAt Likert scak. The results indicated thA 53% agreed or 
strongly agreed thA more courses should be made available through the Web. The 
second questAn related to ofkring all courses through the Web and 48% of the students 
agreed or strongly agreed. The third questAn related A efkctiveness of course conteA 
taugA on the Web; 38% of the students agreed or strongly agreed thA the course was 
efkctive and 38% disagreed or strongly disagreed. The results o f questAn Aur indicated 
thA 42% of students would enroll A a Web-based course and 46% stated they would not 
enroll A a Web-based course. QuestAn Gve asked the students if they believed learning 
the course conteA on the Web would provide them the necessary training A teach 
children A the conteA area. Of the respondents, 35% agreed or stroi%ly agreed and 35% 
disagreed or strongly disagreed. QuestAn six addressed studeA attitudes aboA their
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communication with the pro Assor m a Web-based leaming environment, and 26% of the 
respondents agreed or strongly agreed they had good communication with the professor; 
and 30% disagreed they had good communication. The largest response m this area was 
neutral (43%), probably due to lack of experiences with the Web. Question seven 
addressed perceptions of the pronptness m responses to emails (62% agreed or strongly 
agreed they received a pronpt response A their emails; and 5% disagreed they received a 
strong réponse A  their emails). QuestAn eight addressed whether the Web-based course 
provided less time to meet with the course instrucAr (25% agreed and 58% disagreed). 
QuestAn mne asked the students if they would leam less A a Web-based course; 42% 
agreed or strongly agreed and 42% disagreed. The last questAn Acused on the use of 
chat rooms replacing traditAnal classroom, 70% agreed and 13% disagreed that chat 
rooms could not replace traditAnal AteractAn. The discrepancies A the percentages are 
due A  a neutral category on the rating scale.
Twenty partAipants were given a survey Ar the Armai study. These students 
were partApAing A the Web-based course. The results AdAated thA students enrolled 
A the Web-based courses were positive aboA their perceived efkctiveness. Researchers 
stated thA overall, 75% ofthe studerrts stated they were satisGed with their Web-based 
eperience, 60% stated it gave them betAr leaming opportunitAs as corrpared to the 
traditAnA course, and 50% stated the Web-based eperience gave them more 
opportunitAs Ar Ateractions than the traditAnal course.
Students A this study had positive perceptAns aboA using Web-based instructAn. 
The study does not take inA account Whether students gained conAA knowledge, whAh 
might be a critical conponent A determining Wiether Web-based instructAn is efkctive.
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Smith, Smith, & Boone (2000) conducted a study A compare the efkctiveness of 
traditional instructional methods A  a Web-based leaming environment. Their speciGc 
research questions were (1) Are lectures, when presented m a Web-based leaming 
environment, as efkctive as lectures presented m a traditional classroom environment,
(2) Is guided instruction, when presented m a Web-based leaming environment, as 
efkctive as guided instruction presented m a traditional course, and (3) Is collaborative 
discussion, when carried out m a Web-based course, as efkctive as collaborative 
discussion m a traditional course?
The partAipants included 58 preservAe students enrolled m an educational 
technology course. The students were pre-registered inA the course so the researchers 
used a random method of placing the students inA groups. The traditional classroom 
used Ar this study was a hands-on Macintosh computer lab A the university. The Web- 
based learning environment was the dügrA/ cLwsroo/M. There were two instrucArs, who 
used a team-teaching approach Ar both courses using the same course content Ar both 
sections. Data were collected using pre- and posttests and were ana^rzed using analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) and t tests.
The researchers conducted a Armai evaluation of the (fzgzA/ cLKsroo/n to 
determine the appropriateness Ar the course. Training was provided A the students m 
the use ofthe z/zgzA/ e/aysroom. The Grst instructAnal intervention mvestigated was 
lecture; peciGcaDy using two difkreA lectures presented A separaA times A all the 
students m both the Web-based and traditAnA sectAn. Both groups of students took a 
pretest beAre instructAn and a posttest afer instruction. Students' scores on the pretest 
were the dependeA variable. The results Ar Lecture One indicated thA the interaction
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between methods (Web vs. traditional) and tests was not signifcant. The analysis o f the 
main efkct method on posttest scores indicated there was no signifiant difkrence 
between groups. For Lecture Two, the interaction between method and pretest vs. 
posttest was not signiGcant meaning there were no signiGcant difkrences in the methods. 
The analysis Ar main efkct Ar method (Web vs. traditional) versus posttests 
demonstrated signiGcant difkrences between groups, the traditional groiq) outperArmed 
the online group. The researchers noted that the traditional group did better than the 
Web-based group on average by 1.3 points. The main efkct Ar the pretest versus the 
posttests indicated there was a signiGcant change in scores Gom pretests to posttests.
The second instructional interventAn AvestigAed was guided instruction. Guided 
instruction included lectures and demonstratAns on how to use integrated soGware 
programs to create products thA enhance instruction m the classroom. For the traditAnal 
groiq), the instrucAr used a projecGon device A diq)lay step-by-step congiuter 
procedures Ar creating newsletters and shde shows. There were no signiGcant 
difkrences m academic outcomes between method (Web vs. traditAnal) and tests (pre vs. 
posts). The analysis o f main efkct indicated thA the traditAnal and Web-based groups 
perArmed equa% as well The mam efkct Ar pre- and posttest indicated thA posttest 
scores exceeded pretest scores. The guided instructAn Ar Web-based students was 
created using a soGware package A replAAe the traditAnal lectures/demonstratAns to 
display step-by-Aep conyuter procedures Ar creating newsletters and shde shows. This 
material was provided A  the students on CD-ROMS. The same pre- and posttests were 
administered A aG students. There were no signiGcant difkrences between method (Web 
vs. traditAnal) and pre/posttests. Students receiving Web-based instructAn perArmed as
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weG as students receiving traditional instruction A both pre- and posttest. The traditional 
and Web-based groups perArmed similAly on the posttest. The posttest scores were 
signiGcantly higher than the pretest scores Ar both groups.
The third variable, collaborative discussions were set up using two interventions, 
one was traditional course discussion and the other was threaded discussAn used m an 
Web-based environmenL PartAipA ion m both methods was a required conqwneA of the 
course. Students m both methods were given the same pre- and posttests. Results 
indicated thA th ae  was a signiGcant AteractAn between method and tests. The 
researchers conducted a AGow-up test and Aund thA there were no signiGcant 
difkrences between aG pair-wise conq)arisons ofthe means. The analysis ofthe maA 
efkct Ar method versus instructAn indicated thA the traditAnal group outperArmed the 
Web-based groiq) on average by 2.68 points. Posttest scores exceeded pretest scores. 
For the second interventAn, there was no signiGcant difkrence A academic achievemeA 
A Web-based versus traditAnaL The analysis of methods on posttest scores indicated 
there were no signiGcaA difkrences A perArmance. There was a signiGcaA change A 
pre- A posttest scores Ar both groups.
The authors concluded the overaG use of a Web-based environmeA A provide 
instructAn to preservice educatAn students proved as efkctive as the traditAnal method. 
Difkrences A amouA of discussAn A the traditAnA group versus the Web-based group 
were AeAiGed. In the literature, it is oAen noted thA traditAnA methods provide more 
opportunities Ar AteractAn and that it can be a disadvantage A a Webbased course not 
A have AteractAn. The results of this study seem to indicaA difkreAly; the researchers 
stated there were Awer discussAns A the traditAnA groig) than A the Webbased group.
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This study was conducted metbodicaGy and provided very strong support Ar the 
use of distance educatAn technoAgies, speciGcaGy using the Web to teach course 
content. It is inqwrtant to remember that the course content and instructor deGvery m this 
study might have proven to be the efkct variabk m the academA gains instead ofthe 
method (traditAnal and Web-based).
EducatAn A a distance has been viewed by some individuals as efkctive, bA less 
desirabk among others (Spooner, Jordan, Algozzine, & Spooner, 1999). Research on the 
efkctiveness of distance educatAn has resulted m mixed opinAns, and research m the 
area of use o f Web-based instructAn A r special educatAn course content is mmima].
WebCT Studies
Many of the Are mentioned studies do not spec% whAh course management tool 
or course platArm was used to deliver course conteA over the Web. Day and Sebastian 
(2002) conducted research to mvesGgate the ingiact of distance educatAn practices 
(communAatAn, pedagogies, instructAnA methodoAgAs, and technoAgy) on students' 
leaming using two difkreA technoAgies; one was WebCT, a course managemeA 
system, and the other was EDNET, a system thA uses muGÿk technoAgies (Le. 
interactive video, audio, and satellite transmissions) thA link students m classrooms 
interactively. PartAipants included six graduate students enrolled m a course aboA 
visuA înçairmeA. Of these students, two were on-canq)us and Aur were A remote sites 
(one site had two students).
Data Gom the partAqzants included AtervAws; artikcts (e.g., e-mail, postings, 
interactAns, data Gom WebCt soGware, Gled notes, and course evaluations); and
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inArmal Acus-group discussAns using EDNET, an interactive visual, audio, and data 
network system. An individual not associated with the study conducted the interviews. 
This was a qualitative study, m whAh both authors read through the material numerous 
times and coded it to look Ar emerging themes.
Several distinct themes emerged A the research. The Grst theme mvolved the 
inGuence of the technoAgy on the students' experAnce ofthe course. Results indicated 
that the partAqiants were comArtabk with both Arms of technoAgy A diGerent levels. 
Five out of six of the students reported thA overall they like EDNET as a delivery model 
Four students rx)ted thA EDNET provided an opportunity A view each other and interact 
m real time, wGich they considered positive. Five ofthe six partAÿants thought thA 
WebCT was generally helpGd. Some of the beneGts of WebCT identiGed by the students 
were access to grades, calendars, and buGetm boards. Some challenges of WebCT 
AentiGed by students were congiuter probkms or servers thA were not working properly.
The second theme Gzcused on the opportumtAs to communicate and build 
relatAnships. Results indicated a mixed Aeling aboA communAatAn. One student 
stated thA she liked EDNET better because she received immediate Aedback to questAns 
even if the instructor was A a remoA site. Other students identiGed EDNET as more 
positive because of real-time AteractAn and being abk to see other students. The third 
theme thA emerged A this research was coded as other issues and concerns. Students 
stated thA they liked the access WebCT gave them to their assignments and coursework 
and thA they liked being abk to congzkA assignments A then own pace and time. Also, 
students stated thA WebCT helped them organize course content.
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The authors state the Gndmgs suggest that all the particq)ants e^qpeiienced 
GustratAns and successes with both technoAgies. Similar to other related research, 
concerns about student interactAns emerged m this study. Students still kvor ben% able 
to interact A real-time. The authors' presentatAn of material related to these 
technologies was interesting A its identiGcatAn of EDNET because this is a distance 
educatAn technology, but it still has the component of 6 ce-to-6 ce instructAn because of 
the interactive videos and audio. This study could be strengthened if a traditAnal class 
was added to serve as a control group to identi^ if the interactAns were a G&ctor A 
determining perceptAns of technoAgies. Also, it would be Aqwrtant to demonstrate 
academA gains, if any exist.
Use ofDistance EducatAn A Non-EducatAn Disciplines 
Bourne, McMaster, Rieger, & CanqzbeH (1997) conducted a study to measure the 
efkctiveness o f distance educatAn. They analyzed the perArmance of two class sectAns 
of an introductory graduate level accounting course. One sectAn was a traditAnal, 
cang)us-based class taught using a traditAnal lecture mode. The other sectAn was taught 
A a Web-based Armat with no 6 ce-to-6 ce contact with each other or the instructor. The 
Web-based students communicated via telephone, e-mail, threaded buUetA board 
discussAns and synchronous chat technoAgies. Except Ar the textbook, the Web-based 
class received all material Ar the course over the Internet.
For both sectAns the same text, syllabus, assignments and examinations were 
used. The traditAnal course met once a week Ar two and a half hours over a 17-week 
semester. The Web-based sectAn never Armally met during the same 17-week period.
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At the beginning of the semester, the students were asked a series of questions designed 
to provide background inArmation. The three relevant questions Ar this study were: 1) 
how many graduate hours have you conqzleted prior to this course? 2) How many 
accounting hours have you congzleted prior to this course? 3) How many years of work 
experience do you have? The researchers enq)Ayed a one-way Ared efkct ana^rsis of 
variance to determine whether the Web-based students were difkrent Gom the traditional 
students and Aund that there were some difkrences m mqzerience and age.
The researchers used a pre- and posttest to measure student knowledge of course 
content. The authors noted that there was a signiGcant difkrence m perArmance on the 
pretest possAly because the Web-based students had an accounting prerequisite; Wiereas, 
the traditional students had no such prerequisite. Based on the posttest results, the 
researchers concluded that students perArmed similar m both teaching environments.
The strength of this study was the methodoAgy. The authors aligned the course 
similarly A Gnd out if there was a difkrence A academic achAvement. The weakness A 
their methodoAgy was the lack of control Ar prAr course content. The results indicated 
there were difkrences A the two groiq)s on the pretests and no difkrences on posttests, 
but the Web-based group had prAr ezqzerience with course content, whAh may have 
skewed results.
Schuhnan & Sims (1999) conducted a study to compare TraditAnal and Web­
based instructAn A Gve courses including: OrganizatAn BehavAr, Personal Finance, 
Managerial Accounting, SocAAgAal FoundatAns of Education, and Environmental 
Studies. There were 40 undergraduate students enrolled A the Web-based courses and 59 
undergraduate students enrolled A the traditAnal courses.
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The researchers designed pretests and posttests to measure the level o f knowledge 
students had ofthe course content prior A beginning the course and at the end ofthe 
course. Pre- and posttest Armats difkred by instructor, but were scored on a 100-point 
scale. The average pretest score Ar Web-based students was 40.70. The average pretest 
score Ar students enrolled m the traditional class was 27.64. Posttests Ar each class 
were similar to the pretest Ar that class. The average posttest score Ar Web-based 
students was 77.80. The average posttest score Ar the traditional class students was 
77.58.
Results indicated that Web-based students scored signiGcant]^ higher than the 
traditional students did on the pretest. However, their results indicated that there were no 
signiGcant difkrences Ar the posttest scores Ar the Web-based and traditional students. 
Their study demonstrates that the leaming outcomes ofboth groups of students were 
similar. The authors suggested that the Web-based students might have scored higher on 
pretests because the type o f students ^Ao select online courses may be better prepared Ar 
the course content.
The strength of this study was the use o f Gve courses and the results being similar 
Ar all ofthe courses. A weakness o f this study was the lack of control Ar the pretest.
The Web-based students could have looked at course materials while taking the pretests. 
This may have been a kcA r m the higher pretest scores among the Web-based students.
Lockyer, Patterson, Harper (1999) conq)ared the efkctiveness o f teaching health 
education m a Web-based environment to teaching the same course m a traditAnal, kce- 
to-kce environment. During phase one of the study, the researchers deveAped and 
conducted an evaluation ofthe leaming activities used A the Web-based environment.
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Phase two of the study included a Armai evaluation of the efkctiveness of using the 
Web-based environment as compared to the traditional instruction. The study mvolved 
62 students enrolled m a health course conducted over a 14-week period. A crossover 
kctorial design was used. The students were randomly assigned A one ofthe leaming 
environments A r the Grst part ofthe course and then halfway through the semester they 
switched leaming environments. The same material was presented to both groups.
Pre- and posttest questionnaires were given A all students A  assess knowledge, 
attitude, and behavior related A  the health Apics covered m the course. The 
questionnaire was based on a Gve point Likert-scale. For the questionnaire, pilot testing 
resulted m a reliability of 0.713 using Cronbach's A%)ha (a=0.758). To mvestigate the 
discussions, the leaming activities were recorded using audiotapes and electronic Web 
logs. Students were randomly selected A  participaA m an interview A gather 
inArmation regarding the perceptions of engagement m activities and their perceptions of 
the course. During the Gnal class, all students were asked A  complete a survey related to 
their use of the Web m general, perceptions of the Web-based environment and 
engagement m course activities.
The Gndmgs indicated that m all three domains knowledge, attitude, and behavior 
(with the exception of behavior Ar the class group), both groups made ingnovements but 
the Web-based groups made the greatest amount of ing)rovement. Posttest means Ar 
each group were compared using ana]^^ of covariance with the pretest means used as 
the covariaA. Results indicated there were no signiGcant difkrences between the groups 
on the posttesL Because there were no signiGcant difkrences, each group's change Gom 
pretest scores A posttest scores were ana^^zed. There was no signiGcant difkrence Ar
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the traditional class gronp, but there was a signiGcant difkrence Ar the Web-based 
group. Also, the domains of attitude and behavior produced positive results by the Web­
based group m both areas, but did not achieve statistical signiGcance. The authors noted 
that careGil consideration must be taken m reviewing the results Gom pretest to posttest 
Ar the traditional group due to the high scores on the pretests.
The perceptions of the students indicated a positive attitude Award the Web­
based course. The researchers also indicated there was a correlation between the degree 
of student ingzrovement and the degree of positive perceptions. Eighty-three percent of 
the students stated they eryoyed using the Web site Ar the course content. The authors 
noted that the students' perceptions of quality and quantity of pardcgpation and 
interaction among then work group were higher m the Web-based environment.
The sGength of this study is that it provides evidence that both m^hods produced 
similar results m achievement and perceptions. The authors identiGed that student 
perceptions of quality and quality were better m the Web-based group than the traditional 
gronp. To strengthen this study, it might have been helpGil A  include a measure of the 
quantity and quantity ofthe discussions. A weakness of this study was that the 
parGcgzants had a considerable amount of prior knowledge about the subject. Results 
may have been difkrent if participants had limited or no knowledge m the course 
content.
Summary of Literature 
Colleges and universities are beginning A analyze the efkctiveness of leaming 
through the use of Web-based education. Although limited m number, most of these
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initial studies suggested that leaming outcomes of students using Web-based technology 
Ar distance education are similar to the leaming outcomes of students who participate m 
traditional classroom instruction. Also, attitudes and satiskctAn levels among students 
are generally positive. Research comparing Web-based instructAn to traditAnal kce-to- 
kce instmction m a variety of disciplmes (i.e., accounting, organization behavAr, 
personal koance, socAlogAal AundatAns, environmental studies, and health educatAn) 
indicates that teaching and studying at a distance can be as efkctive as traditAnal 
instructAn, Wien the method and technoAgies used are appropriate to the instructAnal 
tasks, Wien there is student-to-student AteractAn, and Wien there is timely teacher-to- 
student kedback (Moore & Thongison, 1997; VerduA & Clark, 1991).
Results related to student satiskctAn regarding communAatAn with the 
instructor, collaboration with other students, and perceived efkctiveness of student 
leaming illustrate mixed results (Pirrong & Lathem, 1990; Richie & Newly, 1989). 
Pirrong & Lathem (1990) stated that opportunities Ar AteractAn among students and 
between students and instructor seemed to negative^ afkct distance educatAn students.
To enhance the reliability of the research fmdings related A the efkctiveness of 
Web-based instructAn when congiared A traditAnal instructAn researchers need to 
conduct more studies. There is a speciGc need Ar research related to special educatAn 
courses. Also, many studies Avolving Web-based instructAn kG A mentAn the speciGc 
course management tool used. This variable may direct^ AGuence the efkctiveness of 
Web-based leaming and thereAre needs to be studied.
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CHAPTERS
METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study was A  mvestigate the efkctiveness of using Web-based 
instruction compared to traditAnal instructAn A an introducAry undergraduate course A 
special educatAn. This chapter is organized into seven sectAns related to the 
methodoAgy Ar this study: (1) research questAns; (2) partAipants and setting; (3) 
research instrumentation; (4) instructAnal program; (5) course content and delivery 
procedures; (6) summary of study phases; and (7) treatment o f the data.
Research Questions
1. Is there a difkrence A academA achievement between students who receive 
Web-based instruction (WBI) and students who receive traditAnal instructAn 
Ar an introductory special educatAn course?
2. Is there a difkrence A course satiskction between students Wm receive Web­
based instructAn (WBI) and students who receive traditAnal instructAn Ar an 
introductory special educatAn course?
3. Is there a difkrence A the Gequency and quality o f discusâons between 
students who receive Web-based instructAn (WBI) and students wAo receive 
traditAnal instructAn Ar an introductory special educatAn course?
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Description of the Participants and Setting
Partfcfpanty
Ail study particÿants were preparing to become general education teachers m 
elementary or secondary schools. Additional^, all participants were enrolled m ÆSP444, 
Teochmg LjceeptzonaZ C/nWrg» m tAe Jfegiddr CZassroom. Twenty-two students were 
enrolled m a Web-based section of the course and twenty-two students were enrolled m a 
traditional 6 ce-to-6 ce section of the course. Students had the option to enroll m eitha" the 
Web-based or traditional section of the course. Thus, the group assignment m this study 
was self-selected. The average student demographic characteristAs of the particgants m 
the traditAnal sectAn are summarized m Table 3.1 (Le., gender, age range, year m school, 
academA m ^ r , and grade point average). The average student demographA 
characteristics ofthe partAÿants m the Web-based sectAn are summarized m Tabk 3.2 
(Le., gender, age range, year m school, academA major, and grade point average).
This study took place at the University ofNevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), a large 
metropolitan institution located A the southwest regAn of the United States. Two 
undergraduate sectAns of L&P444, TeacAAg CAz/zGen A Ac
C/agsroom, were selected Ar this study. Students enrolled A the traditAnal sectAn of 
the course met on the UNLV canpus A a classroom withA the College of Education.
The classroom was set up A a traditAnal manner, A whAh the instructor stood A the 
GoA of the room providing the lecture and students sat A desks, situated A rows. The 
students rearranged then desks into groigis Ar the discussAn congwnent ofthe course. 
Students enrolled A the Web-based versAn of the course were required to attend one 
meeting on-campus A the beginning ofthe semester to take a preteA and one meeting on-
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campus A the end of the semester to take a posttest and complete a survey. Thus, the 
students m the Web-based group attended cangms two times, but were not required to 
come to cangius Ar any kce-to-kce course instruction. Instead they accessed the course 
instruction through computers.
Table 3.1
TraditAnA student demographics
TraditAnA
Subjects
Gender Age
Range
Year m 
School
Academic
Major
Grade Point 
Range
SI F 18-24 JunAr EE 2.6-3.0
S2 F 18-24 Junior EE 3.1-3.5
S3 F 18-24 SenAr EE 2.1-2.5
S4 F 18-24 JunAr ME 3.1-3.5
S5 F 46+ Sophomore EE 3.6-4.0
S6 M 18-24 JunAr SE 3.6-4.0
S7 M 25-35 JunAr EE 3.1-3.5
S8 F 46+ SenAr SE 3.6-4.0
S9 F 18-24 SenAr SE 3.1-3.5
SIO F 36-45 Other None 3.6-4.0
S ll F 18-24 SenAr SE 2.1-2.5
S12 F 18-24 JunAr EE 2.6-3.0
S13 F 18-24 SenAr ME 3.1-3.5
S14 F 18-24 JunAr EE 3.1-3.5
S15 F 18-24 SenAr EE 2.6-3.0
S16 F 18-24 Senior EE 3.1-3.5
S17 M 25-35 SenAr EE 2.6-3.0
S18 F 18-24 SenAr EE 3.6-4.0
S19 M 18-24 SenAr SE 3.1-3.5
S20 F 25-35 Other ME 3.6-4.0
S21 F 36-45 SenAr EE 3.6-4.0
S22 F 25-35 JunAr EE 3.1-3.5
Mode age range: 18-24 
Mode GPA range: 3.1-3.5
List of AcademA Majors:
EE: Elementary EducatAn
SE: Secondary EducatAn
ME: MusA EducatAn
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3.2
Web-based student demogrzphics
Web-Based
Subjects
Gender Age
Range
Year in 
School
Academic
M ^or
Grade Point 
Range
SI F 18-24 Junior EE 3.1-3.5
S2 F 25-35 Senior EE 3.1-3.5
S3 F 25-35 Senior EE 3.1-3.5
S4 F 46+ Junior EE 3.6-4.0
S5 F 25-35 Junior EE 3.6-4.0
S6 M 25-35 Senior EE 3.1-3.5
S7 F 18-24 Junior AE 3.1-3.5
S8 F 25-35 Junior EE 3.1-3.5
S9 F 25-35 Senior SE 3.6-4.0
SIO F 36-45 Senior EE 3.6-4.0
S ll F 18-24 Senior EE 3.1-3.5
S12 M 25-35 Senior HE 3.6-4.0
S13 F 46+ Junior EE 3.6-4.0
S14 F 25-35 Junior ME 3.1-3.5
S15 F 25-35 Senior EE 3.6-4.0
S16 F 18-24 Senior SE 2.6-3.0
S17 M 25-35 Junior AE 3.1-3.5
S18 M 36-45 Senior EE 2.6-3.0
S19 F 25-35 Junior EE 2.6-3.0
S20 M 25-35 Senior SE 2.6-3.0
S21 F 18-24 Junior EE 3.1-3.5
S22 M 18-24 Slenior EE 3.6-4.0
Mode age range: 25-35 
Mode GPA range: 3.1-3.5
Academic M^ors:
EE: Elementary Education
SE: Secondary Education
AE: Art Education
ME: Music Education
HE: Health Education
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Research Instrumentation
fretgft/Posftejf
The researcher used questions Gom the instructor's manual Gr the course 
textbook Ihc/Wmg ShzzZgntf FFif/z neeak. v4 fractzeaZ Gzdf/e_/ôr CZo&vooy»
TeacZzerf (Friend & Bursuck, 2002). The manual contains a test bank of questions Gr 
each chapter's course content. Five questions Gom each of the thirteen chapters were 
randomly selected. The pretest and posttest consisted ofthe same 65 multiple-choice 
questions (see Appendix A), 
forZzcpa/n Azrvey
A survey was used G measure the Web-based student's perceptions o f the course 
content, e^qierience and their leaming outcomes. The survey included a 4-point Likert 
scale deveGped by the researcher with assistance Gom a specialist m the university's 
Center Gr Survey Research. The survey consisted o f demographic inGrmatGn, 
statements regarding student perceptAn of their kno Wedge, and statements to measure 
participant perceptions. For statements related G general course perceptAns, the 
partApant circled the number that indicated the degree of agreement or disagreement. 
For statements related G  speciGc assignment perceptAns, the partAipant circled the 
number that indicated the degree of useGlness (see Appendix B).
DffczzfjAw
The researcher enpAyed a qualitative research ̂ proach to analyze and 
understand the Gequency and quality o f discussAns m the traditAnal section and the 
web-based sectAn. Quantitative data are based on a singk, objective certainty (Merriam, 
1988). In contrast, qualitative research can have multple assunptAns. "Qualitative
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research isocplorative, inductive, and enqihasizes process rather tlmn ends (Merriam, 
1988, p. 17)." Patton (1990) describes qualitative research as
.. .an efkrt to understand situations in their uniqueness as part of a 
jpartkailarcoiüeaÆ and lübe hiberactiorustlxane. THbistindkanskindiiyg 
Lsanendinikeb&sothathBnotatknqdiqgtopredktvdEdinayhappen 
in the Aiture necessarily, but to understand the nature of that setting — what 
it means for particq)ants to b*; in tluit sxMWdryg, iwliat tlieir lives aonslikeL, 
what's going on for them, what their meanings are, what the world looks 
IDce hitliat]paiticular setting - aaad in Idle arud^nnsto tweiible ik) 
communicate itbat fabdifulbft*)<)tbe33}vvlM) are interested hitduitsxïüirgr 
(Patton, 1990, p.l)."
The intent of the researcher was to understand the quality of discussions using the 
samecxmrse cxwnterh taaqght in difkrent settings (Le. traditional and Web). The intent of 
the study was to hni% abetter understanding to the reader about the difkrences in 
discussions, if any, using a differeiitiiK%diurn1x)«lediveT the discussion information.
Each group was set iq) in 5)cus groups. According to Weiss (1998), the 5)cus 
group was developed by m aitet research to leam about consumers' reactions to products 
or services with the basic feature being that people are brought together and the 
researcho" nusesacpœsüon for them to discuss. The focus groiq) allows the researcher to 
inbawarve tbeinteaactkmsin tbegpnoiqi. TTbis nnetlNodwausenqplogned bgrtdie reseemdber to 
analyze the discussions in both grorqis. The Web-based and traditional groiqis were 
giwan iqiw:sbkyns(se%:jAjpp<andi][(]) bo discuss during each class session. For the traditional 
course, th*:res*3archer mxxiatsqpe recorder to record class discussions and then the tapes
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were transcribed. For the Web-based course, there is a tool that generates posted 
discussion items 6 om each individual, Wnch the researcher printed directly 6 om the 
conqiuter.
Once thetraditkmal course t^ies were transcribed and the Web-based groups 
printouts were completed, the researcher enqiloyed a system of coding to develop themes. 
According to Weiss (1998), "codh% is the practice of taking narrative inkrmation and 
slotting it into a set of categories that capture the essence of their meaning."
Measurement Reliability
Interscorer reliability &>r the pretest/posttest arKljparticqpaiAsnirvegfvvBusrxirKluctexi 
to eiKRire currect scmiiyg. TThe]%rhruary ireseeunchKarimd tlKsnaaeardi assistant 
indepeidently scored allo fthepret^ ts and posttests aixiparticqiant surveys. To ensure 
interscorer reliability hor the discussions, the research assistant reviewed 25% of the 
discussion ana^fses. The fbmmLi used Ik) detonnne inehadbihty wasaygreeriKsnts + by 
agreemaks + disagreements x 100.
IrusünjctiorKÜlhnognmi
7. TrwAiiono/
Students enrolled in Section Iwere provided traditional instruction in a university 
class idiatTRnastawiglü oritlBBiiniversity icarnpms. Ehuderdslwad 1bo atUandaaiiindkaqgrachiate 
course, ESP444 TecAnzqws in a  Genera/ &ning, which is
an introductory course within the College of Education for all general education majors. 
This class was scheduled on the university canqius during a 5-week summer session and 
met three times a week.
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&gcAon 2. FFeA-Boggf/
Students enrolled in Section 2 received instruction during the same summer 
session as students in Section 1. The same instructor taught this course Section, but the 
students were provided all of their coursewoik at a distance using the Web. The course 
platform used to set up and provide course materials was Web Course Tools (WebCT). 
Murray Goldberg formed WebCT in 1997. WebCT provides a number of learning tools, 
including an online discussion board, course content searches, a course calendar, 
electronic mad, auto-marked quizzes, navigation tools, access control, grade maintenance 
and distribution, and student progress (Marsh, Price, & McFadden, 2000). WebCT 
provides a standard way to organize course materials and integrate multimedia 
presentations in course delivery. It is designed to support collaborative learning, 
knowledge building, and multqile representations of ideas and knowledge structures 
(LaMaster & Morley, 1999).
Course Textbook
The required textbook for both course sections was Thc/Wmg Andents WtA 
.A/ieeak. .d FYocAca/ Gindlgybr CAzssroom ThacAerf by Friend and Bursuck (2002). 
This third edition text ofkrs a usehd foundation in q)ecial education/inclusion and h e ^  
the student qyply that information in speciGc classroom situations. Included in the text 
are strategies for teaching students with disabilities in inclusive settings and examining 
the needs o f students with low-incidence and high-incidence disabilities at both the 
elementary and secondary levels. A brief summary of the chapters included in this 
textbook is provided in ̂ pend ix  D.
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Course Materials, Assignments and Delivery Procedures 
Students in the traditional and Web-based course both recâved the same syllabus 
(see Appendix E). Students in the traditional section were required to read to the book 
and come to class prepared to discuss the materiaL Students in the Web-hased course 
were required to read the book and discuss the material on the discussions page of 
WebCT.
De/rwery Procea/wref
The method used to present course materials to both groups included PowerPoint 
presentations that follow the chqxters in the course text. These presentations were 
presented orally and as handouts to the students in the traditional course. Students in the 
Web-based section were provided PowerPoint handouts on WebCT that could be 
downloaded and printed. Students in the Web-based course did not receive oral 
instruction related to the PowerPoint handouts.
Thirty-minute snq)shot videos were used to provide real-life esqxeriences of 
students with disabilities. The students in the traditional course viewed the videos in 
class with the use of a VCR and then discussed them. The students in the Web-based 
course viewed the videos through the use of real time player and were instructed to 
discuss the videos using threaded discussion on WebCT.
AWx gufdles
The same study guides were presented to both classes that aligned with the 
^)propriate c h ^ e r  in the text. These study guides included important intim ation as 
determined ty  the course instructor. These study guides also included questions to guide 
discussions. Students in the traditional course were given the opportunity to discuss these
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questions in class. Students in the Web-based course were required to post responses to 
the questions and pose other questions to guide threaded discussion on the discussions 
page of WebCT.
Students in both sections were required to conplete two reflection papers during 
the semester. The hrst rejection paper required students to present information, 
including: their name/current role (Le., teacher, student); grade levels (Le., currently 
teaching or ultimate certLGcation); certihcation/s currently held; reasons for taking ESP 
444, TeocAmg PxrgpAona/ CA/AA-en in iAg PeguAzr CAzgsroo/M; what they knew about 
students with disabilities and/or the held of special education; what they wanted to leam 
about students with disabilities and/or the held of special education; and something 
special about themselves. The hrst rehection was assigned during Session 1 and due 
during Session 2 for both groups. The traditional group had to present their 
rehection/inhirmation to the whole class. The Web-based group posted their rehection to 
the discussions page for other class members to view. The second rehection paper was 
assigned during Session 7 and due on Session 9. Students were asked to rehect and write 
about legal, legislative, educational, and personal issues in terms of what is sipposed to 
be "done" considering individuals with disabilities. The students were to rehect on 
choices they would make related to instructional components that have potential to 
enhance or minimize learning opportunities.
Cuyg Awd/gf
Another component of the course involved the use of case studies. Two case 
studies were presented to both sections and the students were divided into groups. There 
was an elementary and secondary case study. Students were placed into groups
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according to their certihcation area. Directions to conplete the case studies were 
provided to all the groups. In the groips they were to discuss the case study and come to 
a consensus about how to handle the situation using the INCLUDE strategy. Each group 
provided a written response to the case study. Students in the traditional class were given 
one hour in class to complete this assignment. If the groups could not finish during class 
time, they had to agree on a time to meet and finish The Web-based group had the same 
cases posted on WebCT for them to view and they were organized in groups on the 
discussions page. It was the group members' responsibility to figure out how they were 
going to discuss the cases and write the paper. The groups were able to use asynchronous 
conversation, via discussion page; or synchronous conversation, via a chat room. The 
hrst case study was assigned during Session 5 and due Session 8. The second case study 
was assigned on Session 11 and due during Session 13.
Students were required to participate in another group activity. Students were 
placed in groups of two or three and each group was assigned one Low-Incidence 
Disability or "at-risk" group to explore in depth and present the groups hndings to the 
entire class via groip presentations. Students in the traditional group jxesented their 
group material during the class session. They could use visuals o f their choice (Le. 
PowerPoint, overhead, poster) and they were required to provide handouts to all of their 
classmates. The Web-based group was required to present their information on the 
student presentations page of WebCT. The presentations page of WebCT consists of the 
students designing a HTML page and uploading it for the vhole class to view on the 
course site. The low-incidence assignment was assigned during Session 12 and due on 
session 14 5)r both groiqxs.
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The midterm activity served as a 6)imative evaluation to assess where the 
students were at the midpoint (Session 9) of the course. This activity consisted of three 
parts. The activity was a take home assignment 6 r the students in the traditional section 
and the assignment was posted for the Web-based group on the course content page of 
WebCT. The traditional group received instructions orally and in written format;
Wiereas, the Web-based group only received instructions in written form. Part 1 
consisted of 16 questions. The students were required to answer the questions using any 
course materials and other resources (e.g., articles). Part 2 consisted of the questions with 
the answers. Students were instructed to take the test and then grade their answers. Parts 
1 and 2 were not handed in to the instructor. Part 3 was the graded section of the 
midterm, and was somewhat dependent on completing Parts 1 and 2 thoughtfully. In 1-2 
double-spaced pages, students were required to respond to the Allowing (1) provide 
evidence of scoring Part 1 (Le. # correct/incorrect); (2) analyze areas o f strength and/or 
weakness (Le. what do you know, what do you still need to leam?); (3) reject on 
strengths and/or weaknesses (Le. vdiy do you think you know or do not currently know 
"xyzT... ?); and (4) develop a Plan of Action (Le. Wiat do you plan to do to enhance your 
knowledge and dispositions regarding special education both durh% this course and in the 
future?)
PAf/osqpAy Aatement
In both the traditional and Web-based course, the students were provided with 
guidelines to write a statement of their philosoply. This assignment provided students 
with an opportunity to synthesize their learning about individuals with exceptional 
learning needs. The students were asked to reflect on their eoqieriences horn
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recollections and reflections, interpret related literature, and discuss with colleagues then 
write a 1-2 page pq)er on: (1) their philosophy regarding the education of individuals 
with exceptional learning needs; (2) rationale for their philosophy; and (3) inq)lications of 
their philosophy on future practice. This assignment was given to both groups during 
Session 7 and it was to be handed in the hnal class session. Session 15.
The Gnal was not a traditional test. It was a Summative Activity, designed to 
enable the students to reflect on the course and knowledge they gained. Students were 
required to design a preliminary course of action &r their future practice with students 
vdio have special needs and/or individual learning difkrences. This assignment consisted 
of the students identi^dng three issues (e.g., inclusion of a student with special needs) 
and considering implications &r best practice. Students in the traditional course were 
provided explicit oral and written instructions. Students in the Web-based course were 
provided the instructions for the assignment in written 6 )rm during session 14 and due 
session 15. The traditional group was given thirty minutes during session 14 to begin this 
assignment and was instructed to conq)lete the assignment 5)r submission during 
session 15.
Summary of Study Phases
PAoyg 7. TYgporaAon
Phase 1 involved several tasks designed to prepare 5)r the study: Human sutgect 
approval and participant permission, pilot testing of the survey instrument, and research 
assistant training.
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TAoMOM WygcA opprova/ oWparAcqwrnf penwwfzon. Human subjects approval 
was obtained 6 om the OfBce of Sponsored Programs at University of Nevada, Las 
Vegas. Next, students enrolled in both courses were provided with inkrmation regarding 
the study and were given the opportunity to participate. Those who agreed to particgate 
signed a consent form, which was conq)leted during the hrst class session 6 r the 
traditional group. The researcher provided the Web-based group a choice of times to 
come to the university to sign the 6 )rm.
Pz/of tesizzzg tAe swvey znstrzzmgnt. A pilot test of the survey was conducted to 
assess the clarity of the instrument and identic any needed changes. The survey was 
administered to 27 undergraduate students who were enrolled in an early childhood class 
in the Department of Special Education. This course was selected to avoid duplication in 
course enrollment among potential study participants. The students enrolled in the early 
childhood course would not be candidates 5)r enrollment in ESP 444, PeocAzzzg 
ErceptzoW CA/Mren zzz fAe Pegzz/w C/asaroozn. Procedures 6)r the pilot test of the 
participant survey were as h)llows:
1. Students were informed about the research study involving the administration of a 
survey to students in an undergraduate course.
2. Students were given the opportunity to participate or not and the researcher 
«plained that their feedback regarding ways to inprove the survey would be very 
beneSciaL
3. Students Wiom agreed to participate were provided with a copy of the survey.
4. Students were instructed to note any survey items/questions that were conhzsing 
and make suggestions directly on the survey to claii^ the item.
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Based on the pilot testing, changes were made in question order, wording, and 
clariGcation in directions 6 )r each survey section.
Rgf eorcA (rwnmg. For purposes of this study, a research assistant was
trained in the procedures involved in this study, including: (1) administering and scoring 
the pre- and posttests, (2) administering and scoring the surveys, (3) looking at the 
student discussion transcrpts 60m the traditional course and student discussion printouts 
6 0 m the Web-based course. The training for procedures one and two were conducted in 
a one-hour session the week prior to initiation of the course. The training 6 )r procedure 
three was conpleted rpon conpletion of the data collection.
To evaluate the interrater agreement the research assistant and researcher scored 
the pre-/posttests and surveys until a reliability of at least 80% was obtained. Two steps 
were employed to evaluate interrater reliability 6)r the discussions. First, the researcher 
demonstrated the method of coding and selecting emergent themes using the transcrpts 
&»r Sessions 1-2. Second, the researcher and research assistant independently evaluated 
Sessions 3 and 4 discussion transcripts to demonstrate reliability.
FAoyg 2. freoysesfmgnt
During the Grst session, the students in the traditional course who agreed to 
participate in the study were administered a pretest to Gnd out prior knowledge about 
special education content. The pretest involved 65 multiple-choice items that took one- 
hour to complete. The students in the Web-based course who agreed to participate in this 
study were provided three time hames to come to the university canpus to complete the 
pretest. To evaluate interrater reliability, the researcher and research assistant both 
administered and scored the pretests for both course sections.
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f  Aasg j. Cowfg
Instruction for the traditional course consisted of 13 sessions of course material 
presented in a 6ce-to-6ce setting. Instruction in the Web-based section involved the 
students accessing the course content through their conputer. The same teacher 
administered instruction A)r both sections. All students were required to read the 
assigned material 6)r course session preparation, particpate in discussions, and conplete 
course assignments, 
f  Aogg 4. fostydssesszMentf
In the final session, the students were given a posttest. The posttest was the same 
as the pretest administered at the beginning of the course. In the traditional course, 
students conpleted the posttest during Gnal course session. In the Web-based course 
students were given the option of three time frames to come to the university and take the 
posttest. Both the researcher and research assistant administered and scored the entire 
test.
In the Gnal session, the traditional students conpleted a survey administered by 
the research assistant. In the Web-based course, students conpleted the survey during 
the scheduled time they came to canpus f)r their posttesL Both the researcher and 
research assistant scored the surveys.
To measure the Gequaicy and quality of discussions, the researcher and research 
assistant viewed the transcriptions for the trWitional group. For the Webbased group, a 
copy of threaded discussions were printed and analyzed by the researcher and researcher
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Treatment of the Data
Research Question 1 : Is there a difkrence in academic achievement between 
students who receive Web-based instruction (WBI) and students who receive traditional 
instruction h)r an introductory special education course?
A series of analyses of variance (ANOVA) were perkrmed to determine if there 
were any signiGcant mean difkrences between pretests and posttests within group and 
between groups. The test consisted of 65 questions; each question was worth one point. 
A percentage score was calculated Gar each subject.
Research Question 2: Is there a difkrence in course satis6ction between students 
who receive Web-based instruction (WBI) and students who receive traditional 
instruction 5)r an introductory special education course?
Subject satiskction regarding the course content and design was reported k r  both 
the traditional course and the web-based course. The mean rating for the class was 
calculated for each item on the survey. Paired sanples f-tests were enployed to analyze 
if there were any mean difkrences in course ratings between the two groups.
Research Question 3: Is there a difkrence in the Grequency and quality of 
discussions between students who receive Web-based instruction (WBI) and students 
who receive traditional instruction for an introductory special education course?
Student G-equency and quality of discussion were reported. Data were gathered 
Gom an analysis of discussion transcrpts and particpant observations. As a result of 
ongoing anal r̂sis of the data, emergent themes were developed to identic, if any, 
similarities or difkrences emerged for the two course sections.
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CHAPTER 4 
DATA ANALYSIS
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of using Web-based 
instruction conpared to traditional instruction in an introductory undergraduate course in 
special education. Data were collected to answer three research questions related to 
achievement, student satiskction, and Gequency and quality of discussions in a Web­
based course versus a traditional course. Interscorer reliability k r  the various measures 
in this study is reported in the last section of chpter 4. The Grst three sections of this 
chapter are organized by research question. Each section provides the results of the 
statistical analysis of data obtained in the study.
Research Questions
Is there a difference in academic achievement between students who receive 
Web-based instruction (WBI) and students who receive traditional instruction for an 
introductory special education course?
A pretest and posttest were used to assess student knowledge before and aAer the 
course. All subjects k r  the Web-based section and the traditional section participated in 
the pretest and posttest, which contained the same 65 muhple-choice questions. All 
subjects took the pre- and posttest under researcher supervision.
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To detennine if there was a signiGcant mean diSerence within the groups Grom 
pretest to posttest, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted. The Grst 
ANOVA was conpleted k r  the traditional group. The independent variables were the 
scores on the pretest and posttest; the dependent variable was the method of instruction 
(traditional). A signiGcant difkrence was noted f(l,4 2 ) = 31.93, p=.000, indicating that 
the students in the traditional course perkrmed signiGcantly higher on the posttest than 
the pretest (see Table 4.1 k r  mean and standard deviation).
To determine if there was a difkrence in means scores within the Web-based 
group, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to evaluate the relation 
between the Web-based pretest and posttest. The independent variables were the scores 
on the pretest and posttest; the dependent variable was the method of instruction (Web­
based). A signiGcant difkrence was noted f(l,42 ) = 14.99, p=.000, indicating that the 
students in the Web-based course perkrmed signiGcantly higher on the posttest than the 
pretest (see Table 4.1 k r  mean and standard deviation).
Table 4.1
ANOVA k r  pre- and posttest within groups
(N = 22)
Course Pretest M (SD) Posttest M(SD) F
Traditional 33.23 (4.24) 40.09 (4.27) 31.93 .000*
Web-based 32.45 (3.80) 37.86 (4.53) 14.99 .001*
*p<.05
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To establish if there were any mean difkrences between pretests and posttest 
between groups the researcher enqzloyed a one-way analysis of variance. The Grst 
ANOVA conducted was for the pretest between groups. The indepaident variable was 
method of instruction (traditional vs. Web-based) and the dependent variable was pretesL 
The results indicated there was no signiGcant difkrence 7^1,42) = .326, p=.571 (see 
Table 4.2 k r  mean and standard deviation). Because there was no signiGcant difkrence 
between the groups k r  their pretest, we can assume that both groups began instruction 
with the same knowledge.
To measure if there was a mean difkrence between groups k r  the posttests the 
researcher errpkyed an analysis of variance. The independent measure was type of 
instruction (traditional vs. Web-based) and the dependent measure was score on the 
posttest. The results indicated that there was no signiGcant difkrence in posttest scores, 
7^1,42) = 3.112, p = .09 (see Table 4.2 k r  mean and standard deviation). We can assume 
that both groiqzs had the same amount ofknowledge at the posttesL
Table 4.2
ANOVA k r  pre- and posttest between groups
(N = 22)
Test Traditional M (SD) Web-based M (SD) F 7;
Pretest 33.23 (4.24) 32.45 (3.80) .571 .598
Posttest 40.09(4.27) 37.86 (4.53) 3.112 .085
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Is there a difkrence in course satiskction between students who receive Web­
based instruction (WBI) and students who receive traditional instruction k r  an 
introductory special education course?
Student satiskction regarding the course content was reported k r  both the 
traditional course and the web-based course. For analysis purposes, the survey was 
separated into three sections.
The k s t section included two questions regarding student perceived knowledge 
bekre and aAer the course that was answered on a 4-point Likert scale of 1 being "no 
knowledge" to 4 being "ezqzert". A paired sanqzles t-test was conducted to And out if 
there were sigrnAcant mean difkrences in each group's evaluation of themselves bekre 
and aAer. Students in the traditional course rated their knowledge aAer the course (M = 3) 
signiGcantly higher than bekre the course (M = 1.73), f(22) = -9.459, p=.000. Students 
in the Web-based course rated their knovdedge aAer the course (M = 3) signiGcantly 
higher than bekre the course (M = 1.86), i(22) = -9.514, p=.000. A t-test was conducted 
and no signiGcant difkrences were kund in the traditional rating bekre (M= 1.73) and 
the Web-based rating bekre (M = 1.86), f(22) = -.767, p=.45. Likewise, no signiGcant 
difkrence was kund in the traditional rating aAer (M = 3) and the Web-based rating aAer 
(M = 3), i(22) = .000, p=1.0.
The second part of the survey included the students agreeing or disagreeing with a 
set o f statements related to the course. The statements were based on a 4-point Likert 
scale 1 being "strongly agree" to 4 being "strongly disagree". A paired sanqzles t-test 
was enqzloyed k r  each question and there were no signiGcant mean difkrences between 
the groups. The Grst statement asked the student if the course helped them to
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accommodate students with special needs in the classroom. The traditional group (M = 
3.41) and the Web-based group (Af = 3.59) indicated that they agreed with the statement. 
The traditional group (M -  3.50) and the Web-based groiq) (M = 3.59) both k it they 
would recommend this course to others. Both groups, traditional (Af = 3.32) and Web­
based (Af= 3.36), indicated they would take other courses in special education.
Regarding their perception of understanding the course concepts and ideas, the traditional 
group (Af = 3.41) and the Web-based groiq) (Af = 3.68) both indicated they agreed with 
the statement. Both groups indicated they were willing to participate in class discussions, 
traditional (Af = 3.5) and Web-based (Af = 3.45).
The last portion of the survey included 11 questions speciGcally pertaining to the 
course assignments. The questions were based on a 4-point likert scale "not very useful" 
to "very useful". A paired sampk t-test was conducted to find out if there was any 
signiGcant mean difkrence between the two groups related to overall course assignments. 
No signiGcant mean difkrence was noted k r  course assignments between the traditional 
and the Web-based group. The overall mean k r  course assignment satiskction indicated 
that both groups were satisGed with the course assignments, traditional (Af = 3.24) and 
Web-based (Af = 3.28). There were two assignments that had a signiGcant différence in 
mean scores, see Table 4.3 k r  analysis of each course assignment item. The traditional 
group reported a signiGcantly higher satiskction rating than the Web-based group 
regarding the PowerPoint notes and the videos.
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Table 4.3
Groiq) means of paired sanqzles 7-tests k r  traditional and Web-based instructional group 
k r  each course assignment
Paired Difkrences (N = 22)
Assignment Traditional Af Web-based Af t P
Course Text 3.00 (.76) 2.86 (.83) .530 .50
PowerPoint Notes 3.59 (.50) 3.14 (.71) 2.339 .03*
Study Guides 3.10 (.70) 3.32 (.86) -.894 .38
Videos 3.73 (.55) 3.14 (.83) 2.524 .02*
Discussions 3.32 (.89) 3.45 (.67) -513 .61
Reflections 2.82 (.85) 3.18 (.73) -1.359 .19
Case Studies 3.45 (.67) 3.50 (.60) -.237 .82
Low-incidence Activity 3.23 (.81) 3.36 (.66) -.646 .53
Midterm Activity 3.14 (.83) 3.50 (.60) -1.702 .10
Philosophy Statement 3.14 (.83) 3.23 (.61) -.358 .72
Summative Activity 3.09 (.77) 3.43 (.60) -1.503 .15
Is there a difkrence in the Gequency and quality of discussion between students 
who receive Web-based instruction (WBI) and students who receive traditional 
instruction k r  an introductory special education course?
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Frequency of Traditional Group Discussions 
To measure the Gequency of discussions in the traditional group, the number of 
student comments, kUow-up comments, and ofp-topic comments were collected related 
to the discussion questions presented to the students k r  each session. Discussion 
comments included all comments made during the reported session. Follow-up 
comments included student statements, responses, and/or questions to other students. 
(W topic comments included statements or questions, which had no relation to the 
session topic or discussion questions presented. Class session, number of students 
participating in the discussion, and time on-topic out of 30 minutes are reported in 
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4
Frequency data k r  the traditional grozq) discussions
(N = 22)
Session(s) Students Time on-topic out of 30 minutes (% of on-topic)
1-2 18 23/30 (76.6%)
3 21 27/30 (90.0%)
4 21 20/30 (66.6%)
5-7 22 26/30 (86.6%)
8 21 13/30 (43.3%)
10-12 22 28/30 (93.3%)
13-14 22 9/30 (30.0%)
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Frequency of Web-based Discussions 
To measure the Gequency of discussions in the Web-based group, the number of 
student postings, fbilow-up postings, and off^topic postings were collected related to the 
discussion questions presented to the students for each session. Postings included all 
posting made during the reported session. Follow-up discussions included student 
statements, responses, and/or questions to other students. Off-topic discussion included 
statements or questions posed by students, Wnch had no relation to the session topic, or 
discussion questions presented. Class session, number of students particqiating in the 
discussion, number of postings made by the students, number of kllow-up postings, and 
the number o f off^topic postings are reported in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
Frequency data k r  the Web-based group discussions
Session(s) Students Total Postings Follow-up Postings Off-topic Postings
1 20 30 5 0
3 22 78 12 0
4 22 123 63 0
5-7 22 106 62 8
8 17 30 20 3
10-12 22 121 69 5
13-14 22 53 30 5
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Quality of Traditional Discussions 
The traditional group was divided into six focus groups for the purpose of 
discussions. The instructor randomly selected the kcus groups. Each focus group was 
audio recorded and data were gathered Gom an analysis o f the discussion transcrits and 
particiant observations. As a result of ongoing analysis of the data, emergent themes 
developed. The themes were organized according to class session related to the speciGc 
guiding questions provided to the students. The discussion questions were based on the 
course textbook readings and snapshot videos. The instructor selected the same guiding 
questions for both groups. The detailed discussion questions are provided in Appendix 
C. The themes for the traditional group are reported in Table 4.6. In Chqzter 5 there is a 
Girther analysis o f some speciGc conqzarisons between the traditional and the Web-based 
groiq) discussions that emerged in the study.
Quality of Web-based Discussions 
The Web-based group particqzated in asynchronous discussions as a vhole group. 
Data were gathered Gom an analysis of the threaded discussion postings. As a result of 
ongoing analysis of the data, emergent themes developed. The themes were organized 
according to class session related to the qzeciGc guiding questions provided to the 
students. The discussion questions were based on the course textbook readings and 
snapshot videos. The instructor selected the same guiding questions k r  both groups.
The detailed questions are provided in Appendix C. The emergent themes k r  the Web- 
Based section are reported in Table 4.7. In Chapter 5 there is a further analysis of some 
speciGc comparisons between the traditional and the Web-based group discussions that 
emerged in the study.
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Table 4.6
Emergent themes for the traditional group discussions
Sessicm(s) Thenie(s)
1-2 Behaviws are the m:im ooncan fix teadiers
Contradictions about inclusioo/Not œough teachê  training and siqgzort 
Disruptioas take away 6«n  other students 
h&xkls are important/socialization 
Teacher burnout
Adapting the curriculum is a concan
3 Need to have contingeacy plans/prqrared hx Wmt might happen 
Pecgrle have diffaeat stroigths and weaknesses 
Time to plan
S^les/personalities/commitmait can make a diBeraice 
Teachers do not like having otha people in their room 
Eapectations can be too low or too hq^
4 Rules should be speciGc, simple, short, posted in the room 
Routines are important
Rules should dqreod on child, grade, age, and school 
Include strat^y = diecklists 
Kids help to establish rules 
Rules should be situational
5-7 Accosting curriculum: accmnmodations/modiGcations 
Social enqxKure important 
Lode for strengths 
Use (heddists
Help studarts with organization 
Use a variety of instructional materials 
Parent involvement
8 Use of diSerent types of tests - porthdios/prqects/real-life experiences 
Involve otha specialists
10-12 Use planners Gx organization 
High expectaticms for all students 
^e-^propriate activities 
Rewards and consequaices 
School-wide plans for discipline 
Ccmsistaicy in procedures and routines 
Communicate wMi paraits
13-14 ADD/ADHD
Treat students with sympathy 
Teachers needs lots of support 
Students can be hurtful
Teach children about diOaences Gx acceptance 
Limited exposure to students with low-incidence disabilides
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Table 4.7
Emergent themes k r  the Web-based group discussions
Session(s) Themefs)
1-2 Impwtaaoe of social intaadicms 
Teacha training and suppat 
Achieving curriculum standards is important 
Classroan danographics are vay impatant
Not all qiecial education students should be included/Skeptical about inclusion 
What h^ipeis/What are the donogr^hics of the local school district
3 Evayate has a respawibility/Input 
All caitributiaK are impatant 
Evayone needs to provide support 
Canpassiai/Canmunication/Respect 
Working well with othas/Similar teaching styles
4 Student input
Rules should be qzectGc, limited in numba and posted in classroan
Both rewards and consequences
Make accanmodations
Physical arrangements
Teach about difkrences
Try difkrent strategies
Use a variety of materials
5-7 Stereotypes -  low-achieving students versus hi^-achieving students 
High studaits help low studaits (pea tutors/helpas)
Fitting-in
Make the classroom a "safe place"
Teacha attitude 
Accommodations 
Parait input 
Student checklists
8 ModiGed assignmaits/accommodations for all students 
Assesanent is important to Gnd out whae student is at/reach goals 
Use a variety of assesanait (writtai/oral)
10-12 Positive attitude/atmosphae 
Keqiing your composure
Rewards and caisequaioes important/Tdcen Economy
Class organization
PosiGve reinfxcers and praise
SpeciGc procedure/routines
Sweets not the best (hoice -  ahemative suggested
13-14 No/little oqierience with low-incidaice disabilities 
Need sources far help
Important to undastand the needs/Lots of accommodatiais 
Teach the child, not the disability 
What terms to use (handicqiped, disabled, retarded) 
Labeling = staeo^/pes
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Interscorer Reliability 
The researcher and research assistant independently scored all of the pre- and 
posttests to assess reliability o f the scoring systems. Each subject was assessed on course 
content before and after the course. An agreement was obtained when both scorers 
recorded the same score ("0", "1", "2") k r  the given question. The percentage of 
agreement was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the number of 
agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100. On the test questions, there were 
130 agreements out of 130 opportunities (100% agreement).
Interscorer reliability k r  the satiskction survey was conducted to ensure correct 
scoring. The primary researcher and research assistant independent^ scored all of the 
surveys. Interval agreement (Le., Agreements (Agreements + Disagreement) x 100 = 
Percent of Agreement) was calculated. Interscorer reliability was 100% (see Table 4.8 
k r  a summary of reliability measures).
Table 4.8
Interscorer Reliability
Measure Interscorer Reliability
Pre/Posttests 100%
Survey 100%
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to investigate the efkctiveness of usii% Web-based 
instruction compared to traditional instruction in an introductory undergraduate course in 
special education. In this chfpter, Endings related to three research questions are 
discussed, conclusions are stated, and recommendations for future research are provided.
Discussion
The three research questions that were answered in this study are presented 
below. Following each question is a summary o f the results and related discussion.
Is there a difkrence in academic achievement between students viio receive 
Web-based instruction (WBI) and students who receive traditional instruction k r  an 
introductory special education course?
Group mean scores k r  the both the traditional and Web-based subjects' pre- to 
posttest scores on the achievement measure were statistical^ significant, indicating that 
both groups demonstrated gained knowledge on course materiaL The pretest scores k r  
both groups indicated that there was no signiGcant difkrence in student knowledge 
bekre the course began, indicating that both groups of students came into the course with 
the same amount ofknowledge. The posttest scores also demonstrated that there was no
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signiScant difkrence in the posttest scores. SigniGcance in posttest scores 5)r the 
traditional and Weh-based groups was almost reached, indicating that there was a small 
(lülèmaaceinpNDSttest scores. TnbeirKsanscxDresirKlicatexitliatlÜie tnkhdonal group Md a 
h itle r posttest score than the Web-based groiq). It must be stated that the traditional 
students started with a slightly higher pretest mean score than the Web-based group.
Another iirgx)rtantaq)ect to take into consideration is the grade point average in 
relation to the student achievement. College grade point average (GPA), a linear 
combination of assigned grades from difkrent courses, has been noted as an ingierfect 
m eaaueofaudoüachkvanaü (Lei, Bassiri, & Schultz, 2001). It is important to note 
there were no signiGcant diG&rences between groiq» on their pre- and posttests. 
Similarily there was no signiGcant diG&rence between groups on their self^reported grade 
point average (GPA) means. This may have been an indicator iGor both groups 
pedbnmm^smnku^fontheuachknenxaütesb.
Isdbaeadü5%enceiacourœsa%dadionbetweenshKk%dsvdboreM%ve\Veb-
besedimünwaâui(V^BQandshKk%üs\vhoreoewetradkkmalnKanwakuifbran
inüoduchuyspecmleduMükuiooume?
Overall, the surveys represented no signiGcant diKerence in course satisAction 
for both gfougas. As a particq)ant observer in the tnaditioruilgpnoiq), tlie researcher noted 
that students were ionnolvexidLunutg eiHary class sxsssiorL Students were attentive and alert 
during class sessions. The &edback hom the students in the tracUtiorudciass wasTnary 
positive. ()nestiKler& statedL, "1 did rartlcocnvalot alx)ut s;x5cial()dLHcatk)ntxzG)re this 
course, and it has he%)ed me realize I will have to make accommodations in my
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(zktssTQKym/" v\iM]thKarsüiwie3üsü%dxxi,'̂ Î ikiQg;tlns CKmrselmsime thinking abtmt Ibeâcyrii 
gpaâdeducaüon teacher" The only nq^ËveoM nm edanokdby the researcher were 
marie l)y ih%K)sdkuierds ianefanenceto hKyw<3ad)rthecjass was anditTanaslKmi iRyrtlwemto 
get there on time. This m ^  be an indication that they would have preferred a later time 
or the Wd)-based course.
When discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the Weh-based course, 
some common themes developed among the students. They eryoyed the dexibility of 
accesnngthecxunseanyvdxoe, anyünœandtxôqgahkhoconqdeteasagnaxaüsatthen 
own pace. A 6w  students noted they were out of town during the course and it was very 
he^Æil to be able to still conplete their work. Students also commented on the idea of 
being able to review at anytime and noted tW  this he^ied with connecting important 
course inArmatioiL However, everything was not positive for the Web-hased course. 
Three students noted having technological problems. In theory, students can access the 
course anyvbere and anytime, but there were Gequent dial-up problems, which the 
students noted could be very frustrating. A conponent of the Web-based course included 
viewing videos, which created a problem for some of the students due to slower 
processor and/or slow connection speeds.
30%: ûdbnmaldÛKUsabnsTvhhtheTWeb^Baaai group about theniXTcebed 
eBB#rw%KssofdKcoume revealed various things. The reseatrcber eorpexdkxi ibo fkwi 
issues dealing with frustration, Aedback, contact, and the comfort level of using 
technology and leamii% the material Many of the students stated th ^  were excited to 
learn over the Web in the beginning, but it was a lot more work than they had anticpated.
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Another very central issue was the lack of contact and 6edback. Students that when 
they needed immediate support, it was not there.
Both groups of students expressed a positive perception of course materials. A 
difkrence in course content that was noted was the students in the Web-based group did 
not think the PowerPoint Notes were as usefil as the traditional group. There can be 
numerous explanations for this phenomena, one being students stated it was hard to 
download the PowerPoint notes due to software issues. Another inportant reason 
regarding the difference in satis6ction with the PowerPoint Notes is that students in the 
traditional course relied upon the PowerPoint Notes as guides during their instruction, 
whereas students in the Web-based course had to self-guide through the PowerPoint notes 
using the book. Another signiGcant difference noted in course content satis6ction was 
the videos. The traditional group rated the videos signiGcantly higher than the Web- 
based group. This might be attributed to software problems because some students noted 
they had older conputers, which either did not support the use of the video or distorted 
the videos.
DzfCM&MOW
Is there a difference in the Gequency and quality of discussions between students 
\%bo receive Web-based instruction (WBI) and students \\bo receive traditional 
instruction 6 r  an introductory special education course?
There is strong evidence in the literature (Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1991;
Smith 1993) for the value of collaboration among peers. Students in both groups were 
required to collaborate in the farm of discussions. The data indicated that hoth groups 
Gequently had discussions, indicating that positive collaboration was happening. Four
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out o f the seven recorded sessions in the traditional group indicated students were on 
topic for over 75% of the time and only two out of the seven sessions had below 50% of 
time on-topic, vbich can be viewed as productive discussion time on-topic. During the 
Web-based sessions, it must be noted that most o f the comments made were on topic, 
^bich can be view as productive collaboration among group members. When 
investigating the quality o f discussions, the researcher noted there were several similar 
common themes (Table 5.1) 6)r both groups.
Table 5.1
Common emergent themes for both groups
Sessioa(s) Thone(s)
1-2 Teache training and apport is impwtant 
Contradictions about inclusion 
Clasawan donogr^diics
3 Teaching st)des
Conunitmait/Canniunication/Higih Expectations
4 Student iiput
Rules should be peclGc, simple, short, and positive
5-7 Social aspects
Accommodations/modiGcations 
Parent involvemait 
Checklists
8 Variety of assessments
1042 Rewards and (xmsequences 
Class organization 
Procedures and routines
11-13 Limited knowledge about studaits with low-incidmoe disabilities 
Teach children about differences 
Support is vay important
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Students in the traditional course noted positive reactions to the class discussions. 
One student stated, ^ t  is so nice to be able to talk with other people who have difkrent 
experiences." Another student stated, ^ t  is nice not to just listen to you all the time, and 
have some interaction with each other." Most of the students in the Web-based group 
had similar reactions and they liked sharing and hearing personal experiences related to 
the course content. A few students indicated it was hard to have discussions when they 
did not know with whom they were discussing with. One student said, "It was weird 
because I was having this online in-depth discussion with someone I had never seen 
be6)re, and i t& ka little creepy."
Conclusions and Related Discussions 
The Grst conclusion drawn Gom the Gndings in this study is that Web-based and 
traditional instruction resulted in similar achievement and course satisAction levels 
among general education preservice teachers learning introductory special education 
content. This conclusion is consistent with the findings identiGed in the Institute G)r 
Higher Education Policy Report (Phgps & Merisotis, 1999) that learning outcomes of 
students in Web-based courses are similar to those of students in traditional classes and 
that the attitudes of the distance learners are generally positive. In Act, the survey results 
Gom the course suggest that the Web-based and traditional students both had a rufgority 
of positive thoughts about the course with some similar negative thoughts.
A princgle dif&rence between the traditional and Web-based students was 
demogr^hic in nature: Web-based students were on average older than the traditional 
students. Also, there was a difkrence in terms of the average number of hours each groiq;
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spent a week on the course. The Web-based group indicated a statistically signiGcant 
higher number of hours spent on the course than the traditional group. One consideration 
to take into account is the traditional group may not have taken into consideration the 
actual time spent in class; whereas, the Web-based group probably took into 
consideration every time they worked on the course.
The second conclusion drawn Grom the Gndings of this study is that the quality 
and quantity of discussion that occurs in Web-based and traditional instruction is similar 
when speciGc content-related questions are provided to structure the discussions. 
Educators at all levels believe that G-equent, meaniogGil interactions between students 
and their teachers are inqwrtant to learning and personal development. Higher education 
literature Grequently discusses the irrqwrtance of student-Aculty contact (e.g., Astin,
1985, 1993, &1997; Bean & Kuh, 1984; Lamport, 1993; Pascarella, 1985). In general, 
the more contact between students and Acuity both inside and outside the classroom, the 
greater the student development and satisAction (Astin, 1993). According to Pascarella's 
(1985) general causal model o f environmental inGuences on student learning and 
personal development student characteristics, institutional characteristics, and views of 
the environment determine m part the nature and Gequency of student interaction, the two 
most important of which are peers and Acuity members. All o f these Actors are 
presumed to affect the quality of the efkrt students expend which, m turn, afkcts their 
learning. In addition, interactions with Acuity members are also thought to have direct 
efkcts on learning.
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There has heen some criticism that Weh-based courses do not provide the level of 
interaction and discussion with peers and instructors that traditional classes do. In this 
course, both groups of students were required to participate in guided discussions and 
both groups participated in discussions equally well Additionally, both groups had some 
similar themes developing in their conversations based on course material Finally, both 
groups had Gequent interactions with the instructor.
The third conclusion drawn Gom conducting this research is that technological 
support is very important vben providing Web-based instruction. Overall, the data 
indicated that a critical G&ctor in determining the satisAction of Web-based learners 
involve the technology conponent. In the Web-based course, an initial sentiment was the 
Aeling ofbeing lost or overvbekned because computers would not work, slow dial-up, 
large amount o f material to download, and soGware corrpatibility issues. Psychological 
tolerance Ar this Gustration as well as the instructor's willingness to assist students with 
technology-related issues may inGuence a student's performance m a Web-based course.
The college must be committed to providing superior and immediate technical 
assistance to both Acuity and students consistent^ throughout the semester by 
knowledgeable technical support staG(Phpps & Merisotis, 2000 p.3). A 24-hour lab 
should be set up Ar students who are enrolled m a Web-based course to access the course 
with all the necessary soGware and technical assistance because many students stated 
that, even when they went to canpus, there was not sufBcient help and not all of the 
conputers had the necessary programs.
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Recommendations Ar Future Research 
LiA-Ang learning and additional certiGcation needs have created an increase m 
higher education enrollment demand. Traditional institutions will increasingly turn to 
distance education, particularly online education, to control costs and provide access to 
more students (Oblinger & Katz, 2000; Wallhaus, 2000), even though research on the 
costs of distance education versus traditAnal courses give mixed results.
This study represents a contrAution A  the literature involving the use of Web- 
based instruction to disseminate special education course content to preservice teachers. 
ConsideratAn of the procedures used m this study, as well as the results obtained Gom 
the study, led to the AlAwing recommendatAns Ar Ature study.
1. Course platArms have different tools and Aatures to structure a Web-based 
course. Future research considerations should Acus on conparing the WebCT 
course platArm to other course platArms to establish if one is more effective than 
another.
2. There are different levels of desirabA technoAgy-related support. Future studies 
should compare the level of techno Agy support needed Ar successGil 
inplememtation of Web-based instruction.
3. The student-student interactAn component o f instructAn is noted m the literature 
to be an important Actor m determining the amount of course Aiowledge attained 
(Astin, 1993; Pascarella, 1985). Future research should Gxms on Gather 
mvestigation of the discussAn component m a Web-based course to determine the 
efkcts on student outcomes. SpeciGcally, Giture research should corrpare
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structured discussions (e.g., question-guided) with unstructured discussions within 
the Weh-based instruction to determine if there is a difkrence.
4. Some researchers have Aund that teaching m a distance Ammt is less overall 
work than on-canpus instructAn (DiBiase, 2000). Others have Aund that 
distance-delivered courses take signiGcant^ more work (Visser, 2000). This may 
be a Actor because the overall teacher role will likely change as Web-based 
educatAn becomes more prevalent. Future studies mvestigating ways to develop 
and strategies to inplement Web-based course material needs to be Grrther 
researched and disseminated A Web-based instructors to ensure that students 
receive tl^  hest quality course content possAle.
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APPENDIX A 
PRE/POSTTEST
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Test Questions
1. Zeayf resYnctfve eyivironmeMf is a student's right A be educated m an environment
a. where he or she is most likeiy A  be socially accepted and successful
b. vbere, with assistance, he or she is most likely A  be acadanically 
successful
c. that supports his or her special physical, emotional, or cognitive needs
d. that is equivalent A  his or her peers in a general education classroom
2. Which of the Allowing is true ahout mainstreaming?
a. Ifthe student requires even minimal assistance A  be academically 
successAl, he or she should he removed Gom the general education 
classroom.
b. Only students with mild disabilities should participate m some of the 
activities of a general educatAn classroom.
c. Students should be placed m a general educatAn setting only vben they 
can meet traditional academic expectatAns.
d. All the students are considered mainstreamed when they receive special 
educatAn assistance Ar no more than thirty minutes a school day.
3. A majority of students receiving special educatAn services m public schools have
a. Aaming disabilities
b. attentAn deGcit disorder
c. emotAnal disturbances
d. speech or language disorders
4. A student vbose behavAr is characterized m part by a lack of social 
responsiveness Gom a very earlÿ age is likei^ A be diagnosed with _
a. severe mental retardatAn
b. autism
c. hearing inpairment
d. learning disability
5. Which of the AlAwing represents a problematA, chroinc pattern ofbehavAr?
a. Jamal isn't able A concentrate during seatwork since his parents' divorce.
b. Brian's grades m math indicaA a gradual decline this grading perAd.
c. Hector appears A  listen intent^ m class, but is not able to AUow through 
on assignments.
d. Devon has Gequently disrupted his social studies class, arguing with his 
teachers and peers.
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6. Once unmet need have been identiGed, teachers should________________.
a. request a Armai screening
b. contact the Amiiy
c. contact colleagues
d. identic intervention strategies
7. The person who typically has the most detailed, day-to-day knowledge of the 
students' academic, social, and physical needs within the classroom is the
a. general education teacher
b. special education teacher
c. adaptive physical coordinator
d. school psycho Agist
8. The purpose of the instructional assistance team is to he%) the general education 
teacher______________.
a. diagnosis the student's area of need
b. discuss and deveAp the students individualized instructAnal program
c. conduct the student's screening
d. consider strategies Ar assisting the students
9. WhAh o f the AlAwing is NOT a required element o f an Individualized EducatAn 
Program (lEP)?
a. goals and objectives
b. evaluation strategies
c. instructAnal methods
d. modihcatAns needed
10. The largest percentage of students with special needs is placed m ___________
Ar their educatAn.
a. separate schools
b. separate classes
c. regular class
d. resources rooms
11. "CollaboratAn" is best deGned as a group of peopk
a. working together Award a common goal
b. discussing a common issue or coixxm
c. working together m a colAgial manner
d. conpleting tasks m a shared environment
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12. The step of the shared problem solving process in vbich the collaborative team 
considers whether an idea is Aasible and will resolve the problem is________.
a. evaluating outcomes
b. planning specifics
c. proposing solutions
d. evaluating ideas
13. When working collaborative^ with parents, teachers should Grst try to _______
a. engage in shared problem solving
b. establish regular, consistent interactions
c. he^ them particpate meaningful in conferences
d. involve them in monitoring their child's learning
14. Success of teams depends upon the________.
a. commitmeat if the members
b. training of the members
c. homogeneity of the members
d. various roles undertaken by the members
15. The individual most reponsible Ar seeing that the paraproAssional has adequate 
understanding of established classroom oqiectations is the____________.
a. paraproAssional
b. special educatAn teacher
c. general educatAn teacher
d. building administrator
16. Which of the Allowing provides the best exanpk of a "reasonable" 
accommodatAn?
a. Mrs. Jones deveAps a separaA test with Awer items than one she 
designed Ar the rest o f the class A r Mark, a student with a learning 
disability.
b. Mr. Lee writes an outline of the new science lesson, including key 
terminoAgy, on the board to he%) Linda who is deaf
c. Ms. Smith pends at least half an hour each morning working one-on-one 
with Beth, a second grader with on deveAping writing skills
d. Mr. Clark produces audAtapes of all the trade books he uses m his 
classroom Ar Doug, a student who is visually inpaired.
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17. The primary purpose of Step 3 in the INCLUDE strategy is to
a. identil^ potential mismatches within the instructional context
b. search Ar activities or tasks the student can do successADy
c. analyze student's strengths m view of instructAnal demands
d. check the efkctiveness of interventAn strategies inplemented
18. Effectively using classroom time requires which two tasks?
a. time spent on organizatAnal activities and academic learning time
b. academic learning time and mAnmging transition time
c. organizing classroom materials and managing transitAn time
d. time spent of classroom routines and organizing classroom materials
19. When using manpulatives to enhance student learning, it is important A 
rem anberthat____________.
a. manpulatrves may interAre with student's ability A transAr the concrete 
to abstract
b. students can use manpulatives without the guidance and structure o f the 
teacher
c. using manpulatives only m teacher demonstratAns is sufBcient A 
reinArce concepts
d. students should be encouraged A verbalize their use of manipulatives to 
clari^ their conceptual understanding
20. The primary purpose of student evaluatAn is A __________.
a. determine the level of student mastery
b. assign letter grades Ar report cards
c. provide a standard o f conparing students
d. establish the efkctiveness of instructAn
21. Individuals witbm the categories of A w-inc Aence disability typically___
a. exhibit all the characteristics o f the disability
b. require narrow, peciGc special educatAn services
c. depend ipon the services of a variety of specialists
d. diplay similar, predictable groups of needs
22. Noticeable characteristAs of students with moderate or severe cognitive 
disabilities include difBculty with all of the AlAwing except__________
a. maintenance of acquired skills
b. transArence of skills
c. learning basic skills
d. combing smah skills into larger ones
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23. Which is the largest category of high-incidence disabilities?
a. mental retardation 
h. emotional disturbance
c. learning disabilities
d. speech impairments
24. Individuals vbose vision ranges between 20/70 and 20/200 are__________.
a. blind
b. myopA
c. AgaUy blind
d. partially sighted
25. WhAh of the AlAwing diseases does not 611 into the Aderal disability category 
of "other health inpairments"?
a. Epilepsy
b. Spinal BiGda
c. CystA Fibrosis
d. Diabetes
26. The most common cause A r traumatA brain iryury typically_________.
a. child abuse
b. birth deActs
c. accidents
d. gun shot wound
27. During class, students with behavior and leamiug disabilities may Gequently
a. preAr to engage m creative, artistic activities
b. adjust quickly to the social demands of their peers
c. engage m aggressive or disruptive behavArs
d. dispAy lack of interest
28. Individuals with speech disorders may have GA-long emotAnal problems because 
they typAally_____________.
a. have cognitive or developmental de Ays
b. eperAnce peer rejectAn
c. preAr to be socially isolated
d. have difGculty Acusing m social situatAns
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29. When using a behavioral contract, the consequences of student behavior are
a. always rewarded
b. always a punishment
c. an altenaative between rewards and punishment
d. uninportant and not peciGed
30. Students who demonstrate learned he^lessness beneGt Gom
a. self control training
b. behavior contracts
c. social skills training
d. attribution re-training
31. A disorder characterized by chronic and serious inattentiveness, hyperactivity 
and/or inpulsivity is__________.
a. attention deGcit hyperactivity disorder
b. iboAphobic disorder
c. neurotransmitter deGciency disorder
d. Atal alcohol syndrome
32. The most common intervention Ar students with ADHD is
a. setting up as token economy
b. hewing students with ADHD leam to monitor then own behavior through 
self-talk
c. the prescrption of depressant medications
d. the prescrpGon of psycho stimulant medications
33. Curriculum and instruction that reGects the diversity o f our society is________.
a. bilingual educatAn
b. multicultural educatAn
c. bilingual special education
d. special educatAn
34. Tracking is
a. grouping students heterogeneously Ar instructAn
b. a means to raise the achievement level of students at risk
c. grouping students by perceived ability Ar instructAn
d. a highly recommended strategy Ar teaching students at-risk
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35. Generally tracking tends to
a. give students at risk an advantage
b. encourage high-achieving students to interact with students at risk
c. lead to Awered expectations Ar students at risk
d. lead to Awered expectatAns Ar high-achieving students
36. The two most common methods of assessments are
a. standardized tests and teacher-made tests
b. screening and diagnosis
c. whole groip administration and individual administratAn
d. timed-tests and untimed-tests
37 . ________ are basic skills necessary Ar perArming more corrplex skills.
a. PrAr skills
b. Pre-skills
c. Post skills
d. Primary skills
38. The civil rights movement o f the 1960s directly led to which of the AlAwing 
pieces o f legislatAn?
a. Americans with Disabilities Act
b. EducatAn Ar the Handicapped Act
c. Individuals with Disabilities EducatAn Act
d. Section 504, VocatAnal Rehabilitation Act
39. P.L. 94-142 led A  the mandating of_______________________ .
a. the concept ofleast restrictive environment
b. the removal of culturally biased items on tests used Ar placement
c. A%-Anded in-service training m special educatAn Ar general educatAn 
teachers
d. access A  public places Ar peopk with disabilities
40. The role of the social worker m supporting the educatAnal needs and services of 
students with disabilitks is to __________________.
a. assess students social and emotAnal AnctAning
b. determine cognitive, academk, and behavioral AncGoning
c. offer knowledge about the entire school community
d. act as a liaison between the school and the Amily
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41. Standardized achievement tests
a. measure the level of achievement in terms of vbat students have been 
taught in the classroom
b. corrpare students to other students within the same classroom only
c. measure the level of achievanent Arm the standpoint of mastery
d. are norm reArenced
42. Percentile ranks
a. reflect the level of achievement Gom the standpoint of mastery
b. represent the percentage of students who scored at or below a given 
student's score
c. indicate the grade level Ar vblch a given score was the average score m 
the norm group
d. represent the percentage of students vbo scored at or above a given 
student's score
43. Probes of basic academic skills
a. are most appropriate Ar middle and senior high school teachers
b. consist o f sanples of prerequisite skills, note taking skills and time 
management skills
c. consist o f untimed sanples o f academic behaviors
d. consist of timed sanples o f academic behaviors
44. Skills such as note taking, time management and test-taking are_______
a. too unique to each student to be adequately assessed
b. inportant, but do not have any influence on a student's ability to 
successfully conpleA a course
c. mnemonics
d. independent learning skills
45. A common adptation that can be made Ar students with__________ problems
is to review inArmatAn Gequently Allowing the initial presentatAns of the skill, 
and then review less Gequently as the skill is established.
a. retentAn
b. presknis
c. discrimination
d. seatwork
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46. The amounts o f background knowledge students have about content-area lesson
a. is an important consideration Ar students with reading disabilities only
b. has little inGuence on vbether or not students can read subject matter with 
understanding
c. is oGen 6 r  less inportant than the quality of the textbook Ar students' 
understanding of the material
d. is oGenjust as inportant as the instructAnal presentatAn Ar students' 
understanding of the material
47 . __________ encourage students to make predictions about what they are about to
read.
a. G rphic organizers
b. Concept m ps
c. Anticpation guides
d. Planning think sheets
48. When written directAns Ar students with disabilities are difGcult,_________.
a. skp the assignment all together
b. add practice items you can do with the whole class
c. k e p  them the same, this prepares students Ar the real world
d. alAw students A struggle beAre giving them he^
49. Strategies Ar taking notes and preparing Ar tests pertain A ______
a. self-advocating
b. gaining inArmaGon
c. retrieving inArmatAn
d. storing inArmatAn
50. Skills that he%) students set realistic school or liA goals and deveAp and carry out 
a plan to meet those goals are__________.
a. self-advocacy skills
b. preskiHs
c. retrieval skills
d. preparaAry skills
51. Teachers can support students m acquiring self advocacy sAlk by________.
a. adopting an autocratA teaching style m class
b. Arcing them A look out Ar themselves or suffer the consequences
c. emphasizing students' strengths
d. setting realisGc goals A r them
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52. A graphic organizer designed to help students organize their writing is a ______
a. study guide
b. pattern guide
c. grammar guide
d. sighted guide
53. Students watch and check themselves to make sure that targeted behaviors have 
been pre Armed with___________.
a. selfquestioning
b. selfreinArcement
c. self monitoring
d. self instruction
54. Giving students a practice test______________.
a. he%)s to Amiliarize the class with the test Armat
b. tends A make students with disabilities more anxious about the ipcoming 
test
c. is generally not a good idea unless the test material is quite conplicated
d. biases the "real" test's results
55. When modi^ing test constructAn Ar students with disabilities,__________.
a. ehminaA all multple-choice questAns; they are too hard.
b. reduce the number of possible choices on mukple-choice tests
c. stress GU m the blank items; they require less reasoning
d. use lengthy maAhing questAns; they are easier Ar the students A do.
56. Teachers use a __________ A provide inArmatAn A students and their parents.
a. dai^ activity Ag
b. grading contract
c. modiGed course syllabi
d. report card
57. PerArmance-based assessment
a. relies exclusively on reading and writing
b. measures bits of knowledge that students possess
c. Acuses on learning products
d. measures what students can do with knowledge
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58. Which of the Allowing is a true statement regarding "discipline"?
a  Discipline is never an end m and of itself
b. Discipline has its roots m the word "disciple" which means "obedient 
one."
c. Discipline issues are about teacher control and power.
d. Teachers are 6 r  more like^ A re&r students Ar discphne problems when 
they are Gom the same culture as the teacher.
59. A strategy Ar helping students with cognitive disabilities who have difBculty 
transitioning between activities is___________.
a  make low demand requests Grst
b. the Transition Behavior Game
c. catch 'em being good
d. Token Economy
60. PortAho assessments
a  must contain authentic tasks
b. reGect the student's interests and not the interests of parents or teachers
c. emphasize student test scores
d. must include evidence of students self refkction
61. An increase in behavior A avoid a response is the result o f___________.
a  removal punishment
b. satiatAn
c. positive reinArcement
d. negative reinArcement
62. Ho%, a Grst grade student, got very angry and slapped her classmaA across the 
&ce. Holly's teacher told her to sit m the chair m the quiet comer of the room Ar 
a Aw minutes vbere Holly could not take part m the art project. Holly's teacher 
used a punishment strategy called____________.
a  extinction
b. response cost
c. time out
d. overcorrectAn
63. The_________ gets the group started on its task and Acihtates its work.
a  leader
b. encourager
c. monitor
d. recorder
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64. Which of the Allowing is a true statement regarding effective Aedback?
a  Feedback should Acus on the personality of the person.
b. Feedback should describe vbat the person wishes the other person had 
done.
c. Feedback should be general and as broad as possAA.
d. Feedback should take place immediately after the group activity.
65. BehavArs that include accurately recognizing and responding to emotAns 
expressed 1^ others and initiating he^fiil acts are_____________.
a  academic skills
b. emotAnal behaviors
c. social skills
d. cognitive behavArs
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APPENDIX B 
STUDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY
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Survey
Gender: Female Male
Age: 18-24 25-35 36-45 46+
Year In School: Freshmen Sophomore Junior Senior Other________________
Academic Majon _____________________________________
Current Grade Point Average (GPA): <2.0 2.0-2.5 2.6-3.0 3.1-3.5 3.6-4.0 4.0+
At the beeinnins of this course, rate your knowledge of Special Education
Where 1 is "no knowledge" and 4 is an "expert": (circle only one)
1 2  3 4
At the end of this course, rate your knowledge of Special Education
Where 1 is "no knowledge" and 4 is an "expert": (circle only one)
1 2 3 4
How much time did you spend on this course material per week?
Less than Ihr 1-2 hours 3-4 hours 5-6 hours 7+ hours
To what extent do you agree or disagree with each of the fbllowine statements: tcwcA 
on/y one «ppnyrmge rggwnse per gnestmn)
This course has helped me leam how to accommodate children with special needs in 
the classroom.
Strong^ Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
1 2 3 4
I would recommend this course to others.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree
1 2  3 4
I would take other courses in special education.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly.
1 2  3 4
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I understood the ideas and concepts taught in this course.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Agree Strong]^ Agree 
1 2 3 4
I was willing A participate in class discnssions.
Strong]^ Disagree Disagree Agree Strongly Agree 
1 2 3 4
To what extent was each of the foUowine COURSE ASSIGNMENTS effective in  
increasing your knowledge of the subject material in  this class?
fVease rate each t h e 7 A 4: (circfe onf); one regwnse per q*fesübn)
COURSE TEXT
l=Not very useful 2 3 4=very useful
POWERPOmT NOTES
l=Not very useful 2 3
STUDY GUIDES 
l=Not very useGil 2 3
VIDEOS
l=Not very useful 2 3
DISCUSSIONS
l=Not very useful 2 3
REFLECTIONS
l=Not very useful 2 3
CASE STUDIES
l=Not very useful 2 3
LOW INCIDENCE ACTIVITY
l=Not very useGil 2 3
MIDTERM ACTIVITY
l=Not very useful 2 3
4=very useful
4=very useful
4=very useful
4=very useful
4=very useful
4=very useful
4=very useful
4=very use&il 
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STATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
l=̂ Sk)tTH3ry useful 2 3 4=very useful
SUMMATTVE ACTIVITY 
l=N otvayusdW  2 3 4=very useful
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Discussion Questions
Sessions 1-2:
Discuss Josh, Greg, and Tonya.
What were the special education teacher's main concerns?
What were the general education teacher's main concerns?
What were the administration concerns?
What were some student strengths and weaknesses?
What educational supports were necessary to 6cilitate inclusion?
Session 3:
Who are your Pro6ssional Partners?
What do you know/need to know about them?
What do they need to know about you?
What strengths do you bring to the process of Collaboration?
Are there skids/dispositions that you need to address to be a successM collaborator? 
How do we, as teachers, go about making parents and the students with disabilities 
valuable and valued members of the partnership team?
Session 4:
What are your basic classroom rules? How are they stated? Written? Oral? Sinq)le? How 
many rules do you think is appropriate?
How can the INCLUDE strategy work to help you make reasonable accommodations in 
the classroom?
How are you going to group 5)r instruction? What materials are you going to use far 
instruction? How are you going to evaluate those materials?
Sessions 5-7:
Have you encountered individuals with mental retardation in your community? If so, 
what were they doing and how did you interact with them?
How might you recognize a student with a learning disability in your classroom?
How about a student with Gifts and Talents and a Learning Disability? Then, Wiat would 
you do?
Session 8:
Can you think of hve dif&rent ways (aside 6om a "paper and pencil test") to measure 
student performance?
How might you modi^ a written assignment &>r a student with Sne-motor problems? 
How might you modi^ a written assignment 6)r a student with e^qiressive language 
problems?
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Sessions 10-12:
When, if ever, is it appropriate to use restraint?
What might you and your students select as appropriate/natural reinfbrcers 
(Remembering to avoid Primary Reinkrcers such as Rmd, etc.)?
What can you do to siq)port positive behavior in your classroom?
What can you do to reduce the occurrences of negative behavior in your classroom (Le., 
transition time, activities, schedules, routines, academic time vs. scheduled time, etc...)?
Session 13-14
What has been your expenence with individuals with low-incidence 
disabilities?
Do you think we (as a society) view those with visible and "silent" 
disabilities diGerently?
If you had or have a disability, What would you like to change in terms of 
the language ofthe non-disabled population? You might begin with 
terms/phrases such as "handK^ped", "conGned to a wheelchair", "retard", 
etc.
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Textbook Chapter Summary
Zuc/Wmg WtA .^pecW Neeak. A froctycW Guideybr CZaysroom Zeoe/zeM
(Friend & Bursuck, 2002)
Chapter Title Description of Content
1 The Foundation for 
Educating Students with 
Special Needs.
Basic terms and concepts to deGne special 
education; History of special education 
services; Issues related to inclusion
2 Special Education 
Procedures and Services
Professionals in q>ecial education; Deciding 
whether a student need might be a disability; 
Obtaining special services; Individualized 
Education Program (lEP) content and 
services
3 Professional Partnershgs Basics o f collaboration; Elective 
explications of collaboration in schools to 
Gxstering inclusion; Working with parents and 
professionals
4 Analyzing student and 
classroom needs
The INCLUDE Strategy; Making 
accommodations Gxr students with special 
needs; Organization Gxr an inclusive 
classroom; Grouping students Gxr instruction; 
Evaluation of instructional materials
5 Student with Low- 
Incidence Disabilities
Low-incidence categories: Accommodations 
6)r students with moderate, severe, or 
multqxie disabilities; Accommodations for 
students with sensory impairments, physical, 
or health disabilities
6 Students with High- 
Incidence Disabilities
High-incidence disabilities: Accommodations 
for students with communication disorders; 
Social and emotional needs and 
accommodations Gxr students with learning 
and behavior disabilities
7 Other Student with Special 
Needs
Section 504: Accommodations for students 
with Attention-DeGcit/Hypaactivity Disorder 
(ADHD), culturally diverse students, 
at-risk students
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Textbook Chapter Summary cont.
ZhcZWmg AWgMff TWfh ĵ xecZaZ Nieedk." ProcfzcoZ GuZdk ybr C/ay,$room ZeocAerf 
(Friend & Bursuck, 2002)
Chapter Title Descrgtion of Content
8 Assessing Student Needs Student assessments Gxr special education 
decisions; Inkrmation sources for programming 
Gxr students with special needs; Curriculum- 
Based Assessments and the use of learning 
probes
9 Instructional Adulations Adapting basic-skills instruction and subject- 
area content instruction Gxr students with special 
needs; Inqxroving clarity in written and oral 
communication; Adaptations Gxr independent 
practice
10 Strategies Gxr Independent 
Learning
Encouraging student self-awareness and self- 
advocacy; Efkctiveh^ teaching independent 
learning strategies in class
11 Evaluating Student 
Learning
Adaptations 6xr classroom tests and report card 
grades Gxr students with special needs; BeneGts 
of PerGxrmance-Based Assessment; Using 
portfolio assessment Gxr students with special 
needs
12 Responding to Student 
Behavior
Preventing discqxline problems; Promoting 
positive group behavior; Efkctive responses to 
individual behavior; Teaching students to 
manage their own behavior; Using a problem­
solving approach to respond to student behavior
13 Approaches Gxr Building 
Social Relationships
Teacher's role in promoting positive social 
interactions among students with and without 
disabilities; Providing education about 
individuals with disabilities; Developing and 
supporting peer tutoring; Using cooperative 
learning strategies to Acilitate social inclusion; 
Improving social skills
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Cowf^acA
S)ikbmg 
Special Edmcadom 
UmivendÉy of Nevada, Laa Vegas
1  Prefk & Number: ESP 444
n . Tide: Special Education Techniques in the R%ular Classromn 
HL Credit: 3 Hours
IV. Semester: Summer n, 2003; Dates: 6/9/03 — 7/11/03
V. Instructor: Kelly O'Neal 
VL Email:
VIL Course Prerequislte/s: None 
DL Course Descripdou:
Exqxloration of techniques/principles commonly employed in qxecial education and their usefulness to 
genoal education teadiers, recreation personnel, parents, and othas who wodc with students with 
disabilities in general education settings.
Course Overview
The education of those with divase learning needs is undergoing dramatic changes and simultaneously 
dianging the ways in whidi we, as their teachers, will view our responsibilities. Within our own 
expaieaces, these initiatives are becoming more and more ̂ qxarent and we often Gnd ourselves 
considering the implications Ar our own practice as educators.
Historically, our educational system has segregated certain groups of students from (me anotha, based (m 
their genda, race, ability, disabili^, expaiaice, a  ethnicity—6ctors often determined by arbitrary and 
precxmceived ideas of accqxtabihty and excellence. In the process, their teachers and otha educaticmal 
professionals have also been sqxarated Axn one anotha. Whetha a  not this is accqxtable, let altme 
elective, practice is (pen fa  discussion. If it is not, then as educators we have a reqxmsünlity to create a 
place wtere all learners are respected &r their individual abilities and diverse learning s^es—a process that 
may recpiire a reconsideration of traditional noticms of teacJiing. If we accqxt this diallenge, then we must 
not only be well-prepared as to the content and prxxxss of teaching and grounded in the belief that all 
students can leam, but also be committed to the belief that we, as colleagues, share this rcqxmsibihly.
We can become active particpants in changiag an unacceptable paradigm of s%regation and (reating new 
m(xlels of coUaborati(m and (xxperation in a demcxa-atic sxmiety. For these (dianges to be both successful 
and Arsighted we, as educators engaged in the reform of educaticmal practice, must share a common vision. 
We must leam to trust the expertise and diverse perpectives of one another be&re we even begin to ask 
our studœts to do die same.
Our ultimate goal is to create classrooms in Wiich future citizens can leam to respect individual 
diGkrœces, value divasity, and get al(mg with (me an(Èh*. This course provides a sa6 environment in 
viii(di to explore this agenda as issues of collaboration with colleagues and parents, as well as e(piitable 
access to knowledge and evaluation practices will permeate all our conversations.
Course ComI
To provide students with the knowledge and experiences that are instrumental in understanding, accepting, 
and addressing the challenges posed by students with exceptional learning needs in your clasaooms.
ISTE Natkmal Educmthmal Teehnnlngy Standards addressed 
n . Plammiug and Demguiug Learning Envirouments and Experiences
V. Productivity and Proksskmal Practice
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XL CEC Cmldelmey addressed
3. PhUow^dcal, HhtoricaL and Legal Foandadoms of Special Edncadon
4. Characterisdcs of Learners
5. Assessment, Diagnosis, and Evalnadon
6. Instmcdonal Content and Pracdce
7. Planning and Managing dm Teadiing and Learning Envlrmunent
8. Managing Student Behaviw and Social InteractHm SIdlb
9. Communication and Collalxmdive Partnerships
10. Pn^Bssionalmn and EAical Practices
XU Course Objectives:
Knondedee
Upon compl^on of this course, the student will dononstrate competaice in the Mlowing:
1. Trace the history of special educatiœ and dianging attitudes toward studaits with disabilities(CEC 
CC1,K1,2).
2. Demonstrate knowledge of basic deGnitions, etiologies, and behavioral characteristics and educatimial 
needs of miyor exceptionalities including: maital retardation, giAedness,
orthopedic and other health impairments, blind and visual impairments, deahiess and hard of hearing, 
communicatimi handicqis, emotional disturbance, learning disabilities 
(CEC CC1,K3,CC2, Kl,2,4,7).
3. Describe governmental policies and r%ulations and court decisions aSectiog programming for 
exceptional children, with qiecial onphasis given to an in-dqith analysis of die implicaticms and 
implementaticm of PL 94-142,105-17 Section 504 and other legal mandates (CEC CC1,K4,5).
4. Describe assessment and measuranait issues, methodologies and instruments aSecting boüi the 
placenent of and programming Ax, excqiticmal children (CEC CC3,Kl-9).
5. Discuss program qiticms Ax students with disabilities in the education system (CEC CC3,K9).
6. Discuss die legal aqiects of die involvanent of Gaieral educatcxs in the lEP fxocess and qiecial 
educadcm (CEC CC7,Kl-5, CEC CC4,S3).
7. Discuss a varied of instructimial techniques, ^rat^ies, and ccmtent mocHAcations Aecpiently used with 
students who have disabilities and are placed in the General classioom (CEC
CC7,Kl-5).
8. Discuss speciAc guidelines within the Nevada AchninistraAve Code Ax Specnal EducaAcm 
Programs.
9. Develop and discuss pro6ssional bdiavior and ethical practices.
10. Describe the inAuaice culture; Aimily and œvircximeit play cm disabihty.
11. Describe how coUaboraAon impacts educaAcmal programming Ax students with di 
(CEC CC7JC1-5).
12. Develcp a perscmal {diilosophy of qiecial educaAcm and its relaAcmdnp with general 
educaAon.
Skills
L̂ xm complqioa of the course the candidate will:
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1. Eiglam the concqit of least restrictive envirooment, mainstreammg, and inclusion and the currœt impact 
on the indusion of students with disabilities in the General classroom (CEC CC5,S8).
2. Identic siqiport levels and speciAc support services available to those with varying disabilities in 
schools and society (CEC CC2,S1).
3. Compare and contrast various team approaches (MDT, IDT, TDT) and the trend toward coUabcxaAon 
and consultaAcm (CEC CC7,S6).
4. Describe assistance teams available to teachers in General classrooms (CEC CC7,Sl-5).
5. Identic curriculum approaches Aiat promcAe inclusicm of students in General educaAon 
settings (CEC CC5,S2,5).
6. Identic parent and other stakeholders' perspectives cxi inclusicx  ̂team qrproaches, and how to promote 
efkcAve coUabcxaAcm (CEC CC7,Sl-5).
7. Trace the changing atAtudes toward students with handicq».
8. Describe assessmait and measuranait issues, methodologies and instruments aSecting bcth the 
placement of and prcgramnAng Ax, excqtiooal children (CEC CC3,Sl-5, S9).
9. IdenAî  and describe the legal mandates Ax parental involvement in educaAonal programs and specnAc 
techniques Ax the development of home-school programs (CEC CC1,S2,).
10. Ccxnpare various parait and ccxnmunity involvement programs appAcable to qpeciAc 
disabiAAes (CEC CC7,Sl-5).
11. Describe general methods of classroom management to include envircmmental strategies, behavioral 
intervenAons, and issues related to organizaAon ofAme, instrucAon, technology, and materials (CEC 
CC5,Sl-7).
12. Demonstrate the impact of cultural and linguisAc cAversity on Specnal EducaAon programming (CEC 
CC2,S1).
13. ArAculate a personal {hAosofhy of qiecial educaAon and its relaAonship with genoal 
educaAon (CEC CC1,S1).
14. ArAculate the ccxicqA of diAerence and how this impacts school programming, curnculum adaptaAons, 
Aunihes, and assessment (CEC CC7,S7, CEC2, SI).
15. Wnte learning and lEP objecAves Ax individual students (CEC CC4,S2,3).
MsDomticMM
t̂ pon ccxnpleAon of this course the student will diqilay the Aillowing diqiosiAons:
1. ReAect on the value of students with disabiAAes.
2. ReAect on the need Ax individualized educaAon that occurs in the least restricAve environment
3. ReAect on the legal and legislaAve acAons Aiat have created and suppcxted special educaAon
4. ReAect on the ethical situaAons in special educaAon
5. ReAect on how programming and assessment are af&cted by the individual characterisAcs of children.
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6. ReAect how culture and edmicity impact learning
7. ReAect on how 6mAies, environments, and individual needs afkct studoit learning
8. ReAect on the importance of participation in q>ecial education team planning.
XHLTeit
Friend, M., & Bursidc, W. (2002). Vhc/uÆng stwdenü with specW neeak. yf prncAco/ /or classroom 
tgocAcrs. Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
Course ActlvMes/Rennlremenbi
In order to meet the goal and olgectives of this course and also provide you with qieciAc teaching and 
collaborative strategies, the class wiA meet in both large and smaU groups of 4-6 persons, based either on 
your acquaintances, your Aiture area of cerdAcation, your desire to collaborate with others outside your 
area of q)ecialization, or some othô  6ctor/s. You wiA be able to complete aA class activities via WebCT 
where announcements, the syllabus, additional session inAxmation, case studies, and additional resources 
wAI be posted. WehCT wiA arable you to participate in threaded discussions with the other members of 
your groiq).
The A)Aowing activities/requirements are designed to incorporate your own ergrcriences and expertise, as 
weA as your undostanding and interpretation ofthe literature (readings), into educational planning Ax 
students with excqAional and diverse learning needs. Class activides and requiranents wiA result in 
products that you may choose to include in your pro&ssional portArAo to document your prqraredness to 
collaborate in the develqxnent and implemeitadon of appropriate instrucdon Ax learners with excqzdonal 
needs.
1. Infarmed, Timely, and Consistât Pmrtk^athm: The success of this class depends our collective 
attendance and consistent pardcipation. Please caA or email beAxe a scheduled class if you are unable to 
attend or pardcipate. I wAl do Aie same. InAxmed Pardcipadon in discussions and acdvides is also an 
essential part of this process. Contribudons should be based on the literature, coAaboradon and 
conversadons with peers and mentors, and your own experience. (Due: ongoing) (20 pis.)
2. Case Studies (Small Group Activity): There wiA be two case studies—one on each of the AiAowing 
learning diAerences: Cqgnidve and Behavioral/Bnodonal. These assignmoits wiA enable you to consider 
eadi student/situadon with your Study Groqi and propose potential courses of acdon via (koup 
Discussions.
(Case 1-10 pts.)
(Case 2-10  pts.)
3. ReAections: Chigoing reAecdon about our pracdce as teachers is essendal if we are to undastand our 
students' needs and accomplishmaits. We reAect about our pracdce, during our {xacdce, and AiAowing our 
pracdce to improve our ̂ xacdce. ThereAxe, throughout this course, you are encouraged to reAect on your 
readings, class discussions and acdvides, and conversadons with coAeagues and then submit your 
individual reAecdons twice during the semester to your instructo. (10 pts.)
4. MidTerm: The MidTerm Acdvity provides an opportunity Ax you to ensure that your knowledge of the 
Aeld of Special Educadon and issues related to individuals with disabilides is suABcient Ax you to engage 
in inAxmed conversadons and acdvides regarding qieciAc types of types of disabAides and the 
impAcadons Ax you, as a teacher in a general educadon classroom, in the Aiture. This acdvity requires 
thou^tAA and careAA reading ofthe resources provided. (20 pts.)
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5. Low-lhddemce DbmbiUde» (SmmU Gnw^ AcdvMy): There are several categories of Low-hicidence 
Disabilities, as well as groups of students considered "at-risk". Your SmaU Group will select one Low- 
incidence or "at-risk" groqi to explore in depth and present your Gndings to the entire class. (10 pts.)
6. Summatlve Activity: This Anal summative activity provides you with the qiportunity to int%rate your 
knowledge, personal and professional belief, and expertise/experience r%arding diverse learners in our 
nation's schools. This is an "open-bodk" activity designed to {xepare you for dealing widi the issues these 
students raise. (10 pts.)
7. StatMoent of PhDosr^hy: This activity provides an opportunity for you to reGne your pro&ssional 
philosophy as a pro&ssional educator with particular attention to issues related to the education of 
individuals with exceptional learning needs. (10 pts.)
Assignment Due Datea/Gmdimg Criteria
94-100 A 88-89B+ 78-79 C+: 65-69 D
90-93 A- 84-88B 74-77 C below 65 F
80- 83 B- 70- 73 C-
CODRSE OUTLINE 
"See Session Guide/s for additional assignments/activities
Date_________ Tonies_____________________________________________
Sesâoms 12: INTRODUirilON to course content and requirements 
6/9,6/10
What's So Special About Special Edwcatiou?
Special Education In a Culturally Diverse Society
DeGniGons, discrepancies, and demographics
Ongoing initiaGves and current interpretations -Brown vs. the Board revisited
Assignments/Readings: Chqiters 1,2, 8*
Session 3 PROFESSIONAL PARTNERSHIPS 
6/11
Planning and providing Special Education Services
CoUaboraGon Modds/CoUaborating with Parents and other Prokssionals
Effective Teaching in the present context: A Model Ax ConsideraGon
Asslgnmmits/Readings: Chaptâ  3*
Sesskm 4 CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION 
6/16
Use of Rules, Time, & Space 
Grouping Alternatives 
Instructional Materials and MeAods
Assignments/Readings: Chqiter 4*
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Sesdoms 5-7 LEARNERS WTTH COGNITIVE DIFFERENCES 
6/17,6/18,6/23
Students wIA Learning DisablHties/Gifb and Talents/
Mental Retardatkm/Speech and/or Language DiRerences 
Prmnotinglndqpamdent Learning
Assignments/Readings: Chapters 6, 9, 10*
Session 8 EVALUATION AND INSTRUCTION 
6/24
Process Review 
CBA and Learning Probes 
Charting Student Learning/Behavior 
ModRkathms and Adaptatkms 
ÏÆSNon Planning
Assignments/Readings: ChqAers 9 & 11; Review Chqiter 8*
Sesshm 9 Mid-Term 
6/25
Sessiims 10 -1 2  IE  ARNERS WITH BEHAVIORAL OR EMOTIONAL DIFFERENCES 
6/30,7/1,7/2
Serious Emotional Disturbances 
Managing Behavior 
Prevention 
Intervention
Maintenance/Generalization
Assignments/Readings: Chapters 12 & 13; Review Chapter 6*
Sessums 13 14 OTHER STUDENTS WITH SPECIAL NEEDS:
7/7,7/8
Physical Impairments
Severe and/or Multiple (Low Incidence) Disabilities 
Autism, TBL Hearing and Vision Disabilities 
Other Health Impairments,
ADD/ADHD 
Students At-Risk 
Culturally Diverse Students
Assignments/Readings: Chapter 5*
Session 15 Final/Summative Activitv 
8/16
Summative Activity
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